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ABSTRACT | 

cases where species designation 
was possible. Among the 19 

The objective of this investi- mortality rates for the radio- losses to avian predation, the 
gation from 1968-1971 was to tagged sample were found tobe =‘ red-tailed hawk and the great 
identify specific causes of hen more consistent with previous horned owl were incriminated in 
pheasant mortality and to as- research findings in Wisconsin 2 and 6 cases, respectively. The 
sess their relative importance on __ than the comparable population Species of raptor was undeter- 
a seasonal and annual basis. __ estimates. mined in 11 cases on file. 
Previous research in Wisconsin An annual pattern of mortal- The number of hens per fox 
has provided a comprehensive ity was developed for the radio- Changed from 8 to 14 from the 
evaluation of seasonal and an- tagged sample by computing onset of winter to the beginning 
nual mortality rates but only a mortality rates for 6 seasonal Of spac: The heavy harvest of 
glimpse of the importance of periods using 5-day mortality 0x during the winter caused 
the individual mortality factors. rates (expressed as instantane- the unusual decrease in the pre- 
Radio telemetry allowed the ob- _ ous rates). Snow cover and nest- _dator-prey ratio from fall to 
server to maintain daily contact —_ing periods ranked first and sec- Spring. Red-tailed hawks and 
with individual birds and to get _ ond, respectively, in importance great horned owls were repre- 
to the scene of death with a _ with 5-day loss rates of 3.7 and __ sented in a proportion of 1:37 
minimum of delay. 2.7 percent. Combined, they ac- and 1:49, respectively, in winter 

Field research was conducted counted for 50.9 percent of an- and 1:20 and 1:28 in spring. 
at the Waterloo Wildlife Area, a nual mortality, 35.9 percent oc- The exploitation rate of hen 
16,000-acre complex of state- curring during snow cover and _ pheasants by fox was found to 
owned and private lands located 15.0 percent during nesting. The _ be 1.38 birds per day during the 
in Dodge and Jefferson counties. 5-day mortality rate during the _fall-to-spring period. 
Fall and spring nightlighting hunting season ranked third in The period of snow cover ac- 
and winter trapping were used importance, but applied to the counted for the largest fraction 
to capture 244 pheasants for largest annual population level of annual mortality, and the se- 
radio-equipping. Sex and age and therefore accounted for 31.6 verity of winter weather was 
ratio data were obtained on the __ percent of annual mortality. The found to be the principal deter- 
Waterloo pheasant population to _ periods of brood-rearing and post + minate of annual fluctuations 
determine annual and seasonal __ brood-rearing were of little con- _in fall-to-spring mortality. Dur- 
mortality rates for comparison sequence in terms of annual __ ing all seasons of the year, wind 
with death rates computed for mortality. velocity, cloud cover and pre- 
the radio-tagged sample. Predation was found to be the cipitation averaged higher dur- 

A comparison of mean fall- most important mortality factor ing nights of recorded mammal- 
to-fall mortality rates between throughout the year and was the ian and avian predation than 
the population and the radio- only identified cause-of-death the combined yearly averages. 
equipped sample revealed favor- during the brood-rearing, post The vulnerability of the hen did 
able agreement. Hen mortality brood-rearing and late winter not increase during any phase 
averaged 73.9 percent per year periods. Predation accounted for _ of nesting activity. 
for the population and 79.7 per- 80.8 percent of all classified The scope of this study did not 
cent per year for the radioed deaths. Gunshot deaths were re- provide for an evaluation of 
cohort. However, a comparison stricted to the hunting period population regulation; nonethe- 
of mean fall-to-spring and and totalled 7.4 percent of all _ less it seemed likely that preda- 
spring-to-fall mortality rates be- losses. Likewise, hay-mowing tion was the limiting factor of 
tween the hen population and mortalities were confined to the pheasant abundance at Water- 
the radio-tagged cohort revealed nesting period and tallied 5.3 oo. This suspicion was sup- 
distinct disagreement. Whereas __ percent. Losses to highway traf- ported by the lack of success of 
the population at large realized _ fic, hunting dogs, and winter a habitat development program 
a relatively low fall-to-spring | weather each accounted for 2.1 at Waterloo (Frank and Woehler 
death rate (35.3% ), the radio- _ percent of annual mortality. 1969) to produce a measurable 
tagged sample experienced a Among losses to predation, increase in pheasant density re- 
comparatively high rate of loss 46 (60.5% ) were attributed to lative to regional population 
(57.8% ). The reverse was true mammalian predators, 19 trends. Habitat improvements 
for spring-to-fall loss where the (25.0% ) to avian predators and applied at Waterloo were appar- 
population mortality rate was 11 (14.5% ) were unclassified. ently ineffectual in offsetting 
57.5 percent compared with 44.8 Within the category of mammal- the limitations placed on pheas- 
percent for the transmitter- ian predation, the fox was im- ant population density by preda- 
equipped segment. The seasonal plicated in 16 (80% ) of the 20 tion.
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- INTRODUCTION causes-of-death. Of 702 pheas- 
ant remains (pen-reared and 

wild birds) encountered on the 
| Bark River Game Preserve in 

Essential to an understanding of nesting phenology. In early east central Jefferson County 
of the life history of the ring- nesting years breeding success 226 (33% ) were assigned a 
necked pheasant (Phasianus tended to be high and late sum- mortality factor. Predation was 
colchicus ) is the development of | mer mortality low; conversely, jhe most important decimating 
a detailed life equation showing in late nesting years breeding factor accounting for 42 percent 
the seasonal distribution of an- success tended to be low and  6¢ the classified mortalities dur- 
nual mortality and the relative late summer mortality high. ing the fall-to-spring study peri- 
importance of the various causes Kabat et al. (1950, 1956) had od. Gates (1971:679) found 
of death. Previous research in previously suggested the possi- predation accounted for 49 per- 
Wisconsin has provided a com- __ bility of stress-related mortality Gent of all losses during the fall- 
prehensive evaluation of sea- from the physiological impact of to-spring period at Waupun 
sonal and annual mortality rates breeding and molting in experi- paced on 702 mortality records 
but only a glimpse of the relative = ments with hen pheasants. In a —o¢ marked and unmarked hens. 

- importance of the individual later publication, Wagner et al. Hay mowing accounted for 34 
mortality factors. The objective (1965:68) substantiated his percent of all spring-to-fall 

_ of this investigation was to iden- earlier findings by demonstrat- — jogges_ pased: on. 965 mortality 
tify specific causes of hen pheas- —_ ing a correlation between annu-— ;ecords and was the le ading 
ant mortality and to assess their ally varying reproductive success —cayse-of-death during that peri- 
importance on a seasonal and and survival from statewide 6q Gates (1971:667, 717) indi- 
annual basis. population statistics. cated the difficulty in interpret- 

Investigations in the 1940's by In a more recent study (1958- _ ing field evidence during seasons 
Leopold et al. (1943), McCabe 1965), Gates (1971:656) found other than the period of snow 
(1949) and Buss (1946) fur- hen mortality to average 76 per- cover. The rapid decomposition 
nished a measure of winter-to- cent annually, 52 percent fall- of remains and the less frequent 
winter annual mortality. In a _ to-spring and 50 percent spring- incidence of incriminating field 
10-year study (1937-1947 ) on to-fall on the Waupun Study sign increases the aspect of spec- 

the University of Wisconsin Ar- Area in southwestern Fond du ylation in the determination of 
boretum, McCabe (1949:132) Lac County. Whereas Wagner cause of death. 
found mean annual mortality to (1957) identified late summer Gates (1971:659, 811) indi- 
be 70 percent for sex and age as the period of accelerated an- _ cated the need for a refined pic- 

- classes. combined. During 5 nually varying mortality, Gates ture of hen pheasant mortality 
years when young were distin- (1971:751) found winter mor- particularly with regard to the 
guished from adults, juvenile tality to be the most variable. seasonal and annual distribution 
mortality averaged 79 percent Furthermore, Gates observed a _ of the various mortality factors. 
and adult mortality 54 percent. relationship between the magni- However, a second impetus for 
Buss (1946: 111) determined tude of winter mortality and the this research came when a pro- 

juvenile and adult mortality for severity of winter weather. gram of habitat development at 
sex classes combined to average McCabe (1949) and Buss _ the Waterloo Wildlife Area in 
81 and 65 percent, respectively, (1946) combined sex classes southeastern Wisconsin did not 
from 3 winters of trapping when determining annual mor- __ produce a measurable overall in- 
(1940-43) on the Madison Fish tality rates for their pheasant crease in pheasant density rela- 
Hatchery Refuge. These survival populations. Gates (1971:589, tive to regional trends. The pro- 
rates were based on the compo- 656) determined average annual _— gram of habitat management 
sition of winter-trapped birds cock mortality to be 93 percent was designed to enhance pheas- 
from a banded population and ina population where 83 percent ant production and survival 
were corrected for survivors in of the cocks are lost during the _ through improvement of nesting 
the untrapped segment. hunting season in the average cover and winter food-cover re- 

The seasonal distribution of | year. Wagner et al. (1965:32) — lationships (Frank and Woehler 
mortality was essentially un- — estimated 73 percent of the cock 1969). The magnitude of pheas- 
known until Wagner (1957) population was shot based on ant population response after 
presented circumstantial evi- statewide winter sex ratio obser- _ two years of management effort 
dence for the existence of ac- vations collected during 13 years dictated the need for a better 

celerated late summer mortality between 1940-1961. understanding of pheasant mor- 
of adult hen pheasants. Based on In Wisconsin, Burger (1964) tality and habitat relationships. 
earlier studies in Wisconsin and __ was the first to categorize a large Hindering a refined study of 
elsewhere, Wagner demon-_ sample of pheasant mortalities mortality has been the inability 
strated that the severity of late for an assessment of relative to find birds soon enough after 

2 summer hen loss was a function importance among the various death to identify predisposing



and direct factors causing mor- was begun in 1968 to collect Appendix IV. Related life history 

tality. Radio telemetry provided mortality datafor an assessment information including breeding 

the means of circumventing this of seasonal distribution and re- _ behavior, daily and seasonal 

difficulty by allowing the ob- lative importance of the various movement, activity patterns and 

server to maintain daily contact causes of death. The text of this the dynamics of habitat use were 

with individual birds and to get paper will deal exclusively with | documented and will be reported 

to the scene of death with a hen mortality; a discussion of | under separate cover. 
minimum of delay. This study cock mortality may be found in | 

and 12 percent in other crops. 
STU DY ARE A Corn-oats-hay rotation has been 

common procedure. 
Dairy farming is the most 

| prevalent agricultural enterprise 
but cash-crop farming (peas, 
sweet corn, mint, and blue grass 

LAND USE the acreage under cultivation 41 sod) and beef farming are evi- 
Field research was conducted percent was in corn, 30 percent dent. Mint and blue grass sod 

at the Waterloo Wildlife Area, a in alfalfa hay,17 percentinoats are cultured on the better 
16,000-acre complex of state- 
owned and private lands located ~ one D 
in Dodge and Jefferson counties pot Sel, 
(Fig. 1). Forming the core of ACE | 
this area is a public hunting Pus Fr... 
grounds comprised of roughly on > 
6,600 acres of state-owned and Le 
leased lands. — WOE 

_ Topography of the study area py SR 
is characterized by recessional fi rR Forest _ 
moraines formed by the Caryice |4 TH 

__Sheet. Average elevation is about. [C= —— fe ™ 
850 feet above sea level with re- y a ERC ) 
lief of roughly 100 feet between é Lh 7H bef) ot 

cian sandstone (St. Peter Forma- | , | \ _ > a aos LS 

tion) and dolomite (Prairie du <4 ko f 
Chien Group) (Wisconsin Geo- LD | (gee Ard 
logical and Natural History Sur- er Se 20 es} | 

zite appears as rock outcrops \ WO.) => AP AL 4p 
scattered throughout the land- NJ] a AEE iG — 
scape _ I-20 en +e < (@ 

The greyish-brown silt loams 6-10 rh Lp Kees 
found on the study area have an ~ aK AALS Cie / 
excellent-to-good rating for gen- menIRD Wargo "5 
eral agricultural use (Hole and Eernrons Z ES Vr P4201} 

Beatty 1957). Interspersed in ) _ le 4 CH. 
glacial pockets are extensive / N\A AOE 
areas of muck (peat) soil. <i aS ) 1 fo d a 

A summary of land use for | RR pan \ y 6-10 . pe FANN AG a Py 
the study area reveals 48.9 per- e ING 1 ao a-20 
cent was under cultivation, 18.7 Vt. a A SS 
percent in permanent pasture, 
14.1 percent in undisturbed wet- [I-20 
lands and 18 percent in assorted Figure 1. Pheasant hen density, spring, 1971 
other cover types (Table 1). Of (hens per square mile). 3



drained organic soils. Peas, 
sweet corn, wheat and soybeans 

are secondary i forage CTOps. TABLE 1. Land Use Summary, Waterloo Study Area, 1969* Average farm size is about 180 _ 

acres. : . Land Use Acreage Percent of Total Area Large tracts of relatively un- __ | : 
broken wetlands occur on the Cultivated land 7,185 48.9 
study area (Fig. 2). Historically, Corn 3,176 19.9 
these lowland areas were com- Small grains 1,448 9.1 
posed of sedge meadows (Curtis Hay 2,499 15.7 
1959:375), although tamarack Misc. crops 662 4.2 ? on Permanent pasture 2,977 18.7 and fen communities must have Semi-disturbed lands** 801 5.0 
been:present since they now Undisturbed wetlands 2,253 14.1 
exist as relics. Drainage or pas- Woodlands * 996 6.3 
turing of the sedge meadows has Se cover 153 ~ 4 
resulted in meadows dominated | 
by canary grass and shrub carr Total 15.930 100.0 
communities. Spring flooding _ _ 
occurs on about 40 percent of *Gross land use data compiled from 1962 aerial photos (Frank and 
study area wetlands. Woehler, unpubl.) and cropland statistics are from 1970 Wisconsin 

The drumlins are mo stly Agricultural Statistics, Wis. Dep. of Agriculture for the 1969 growing 

cropped but some retain hard- **Marsh hay and idle cropland. 
wood stands of white oak and !Lowland and upland hardwoods, tamarack and conifer plantations. 
shagbark hickory. Woodlands in- Ditchbanks, fencerows, roadsides and R. R. right-of-way. 
cluding remnant stands of tama- Farmsteads, road pavement, gravel pits, R. R. track bed and open water. 

rack and conifer plantations oc- 
cupy 6 percent of the landscape. 
Grazing of woodlots and wet- 
lands is common except on state- 
owned property. | 

, and 22.0 F, respectively. July PHEASANT POPULATION 
CLIMATE and August are the warmest The Waterloo Study Area is 

months and mean temperatures _ located in a region of moderate 
Climatological data for the of 72.6 F and 72.4 F, respec- pheasant density (Fig. 1). 

study area were derived from tively, were recorded for the Pheasant population trends on 
two sources. Temperature and period 1968-1970. the study area were monitored 
precipitation data were obtained About 55 percent of the aver- in conjunction with a compan- 
from a secondary weather sta- age annual precipitation falls ion study (Frank and Woehler 
tion located at Watertown, 10 during the months May through 1969) which was designed to. 
miles east of the wildlife area. September. For the three-year measure the response of upland 
Wind, sunshine and humidity period, summer precipitation game populations to habitat 
information was gathered from —_ was above normal and averaged manipulation. Pheasant surveys 
the primary weather center at 19.6 inches. Annual precipita- included an intensive hunter 
Madison, 20 miles west of the tion averaged 31.1 inches for the _ check in the fall, sex ratio counts 
study area. General information same period. in the winter, cock triangulation 
on climate was taken from a 30- Prevailing winds are westerly counts in the spring and brood 
year summary (1921-1950) of in the winter, southerly in the observations in the summer. 
Wisconsin weather compiled by — summer and variable in the fall Spring hen population estimates 
the Wisconsin Crop Reporting and spring. Between 1968-1970, were obtained from cock trian- 
Service. April and December were the — gulation counts corrected for 

Climate of this area is conti- windiest months with average winter sex ratios. Rou ghly 3 
nental characterized by large an- _ velocities of 11.3 and 10.6 mph, _ cocks and 25 hens per section 
nual temperature range and fre- respectively. The 30-year sum- comprised the spring breeding 
quent short-period temperature mary reveals March, April and population. Fall population esti- 
changes. During the period November to have the most wind mates were determined using a 
1968-1970 winter temperatures with averages of about 12 mph. _— modified Kelker Index which 
averaged below normal while July and August were the calm- __ will be discussed in a later sec- 
summer temperatures were gen- _est months with averages of 8.0 tion. The prehunt fall population 
erally typical. Average tempera- and 7.1 mph, respectively. The was composed of roughly 2 adult 
tures for January and February, 30-year average for these cocks, 8 adult hens and 52 juve- 

4 the coldest months, were 16.3 F months is about 9 mph. nile birds per section.



METHODS | 

CAPTURE TECHN IQU ES es are | Fiat a ) cid ar bee a Spee, Bed ms 

- | Cg POR te re 

168 of 247 pheasants (68% ) J 7 a eed ae fa SY ns 
leg banded and equipped with | a cae Pa Se eee | 

cluded in this sample were 94 TOE OOS ee ee _ cM 6 oS 
juvenile and 36 adult hens and pe ee Ge On aaa an 

el ke SD Dy ee 16 juvenile and 2 adult cocks. ee 3k Pi Oe ef mn 0 6h 
Age determination was not made oe eee a 
on 20 hens captured in the ((] A(t gn (oa 

weight requirement of 650 Mesthel: <0 mpetiesto sc Sh cee i eon me 
grams was established arbitrar-  Nightlighting vehicle | 
ily, but to some degree based on 
a desire not to exceed 5 percent . 
of the bird’s weight with the 32- 

gram transmitter package. The TABLE 2. Nightlighting Capture Summary for Pheasants Radio-equipped 
remaining 11 hens were of suffi- 1968 to 1971 
cient size for radio-equipping . 
but were captured at a time Females _ Males pf 

~ when the frequencies of the | year Season Adults Juveniles Subtotal Adults Juveniles Subtotal Total | 
available transmitters would a 
conflict with those already in 1968 Spring “No age” 0 20 
use in the area of their capture. Fall 13 34 47 47 

The nightlighting technique 
employed was modified from 1969 Spring = 2 1 3 | i 4 
that described by Labisky Fall ’ 20 ai 8 ® 
( 1968). A 4-wheel drive vehicle 1970 Spring 4 10 14 2 2 16 

was equipped with a bank of 8 Fall 8 26 34 2 4 6 40 
floodlights and 2 spotlights 
(Unity Model No. 742). The | 197! Spring = 2 3 ° I I 6 
lighting system was powered by —_ 

Total 150 18 168 
two 12-volt heavy duty automo- 
bile batteries and a high amper- *Age determination fall of 1968 by bursa measurement (Linduska, 1943) and thereafter by 
age alternator. The floodlights measurement of shaft diameter and total length of the first primary (Wishart, 1969). 

were mounted on cartop carriers 
and provided an arc of light 
about 15 yards wide. A switch 
mounted on the rear carrier con- 
trolled the floodlights and the and in acres searched per bird ducted in 22 diverted fields 
vehicle’s headlights. The spot- captured (Table 3). Vegetation ranging in size from 5 to 60 
lights were on an independent on idle cropland most often con- acres (x = 14.4). Of the 357 
circuit, and each was controlled sisted of quack grass and brome pheasants captured by spotlight- 
by a toggle switch on the handle. grass with alfalfa and occasion- ing, 203 (57% ) were netted in 

Nightlighting was most pro- ally thistle, goldenrod, and aster idle cropland and 111 (31% ) in 
ductive in retired cropland both depending on the term of its re- lowland. Success might have 
in terms of total birds captured tirement. Nightlighting was con- ___ been better in lowland cover ex- 5
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cept the vegetation was often 
composed of aster, goldenrod, TABLE 3. Success Among Various Habitat Types Used for Nightlighting 
canary grass and brush which of Pheasants, 1968-1971 

effectively concealed birds so as SS ee 
to hinder spotlighting or netting. Idle Cropland Lowland Upland MarshHay Total 

Twenty-one lowland fields rang- — 
ing in size from 2 to 25 acres Acres searched 1,011 1,242 455 58 2,166 
(X = 17.2) were nightlighted. Be eetiret ioe nO a re - ies 

. : * irds captured: radioe smal, nightlighting was banded 91 80 18 189 
begun during the last week in total 203 1 36 7 357 
September and continued until 
40-50 hens were captured. In Acres searched/birds captured 5.0 11,2 12.4 8.3 es 

1969, spotlighting was tried fol- Se a 
lowing the hunting season 
(early December) but only 5 

birds (3 hens, 2 cocks) were TABLE 4. Winter Trapping Summary for Pheasants Radio-equipped 
radio-equipped during 4 nights. 1968 to 1971* 
A total of 18 pheasants (14 ee 
hens, 4 cocks) were observed, _ Females Males" _ 
but “flighty” behavior made cap- Year Adults Juveniles Subtotal Adults Juveniles Subtotal Total 

ture very difficult. Hunting 2S SSS 
pressure at Waterloo was very 1967-68 “No age” 4 4 

heavy, conceivably forcing most taeoeeh 3 a A 1 4 ; 30 

birds into inaccessible cover 1970-71 4 15 24(Incl. 5 2 3(Incl. 1 27 
such as shrub carr and making no age) no age) 
all birds wary. Spring nightlight- ee ee 
ing (March-April) was more Total 67 9 16 
successful, but most cover was ee 
made inaccessible by flooding we determination winter of nme 1970-71 by measurement of shaft diameter 
Bea ecire iowa roosting be: and total length of the first primary (Wishart 1969). 

cause of flattening by snow 
cover. Most birds roosted in drier 

wetland sites where access was TABLE 5. Success Among Various Habitat Types Used for Winter-trapping 
impossible. Of 45 pheasants cap- of Pheasants, 1968—1971 
tured in the spring, 39 were - _ a 
netted in retired cropland, 2 in Shrub ahy eth 
lowland and 4 in upland cover. Carr Conifer Tamarack Woodlot Fenceline Pile ~—Total 

Winter trapping provided 76 et 

of 247 (31% ) pheasants tagged Trap sets* 22 6 5 2 1 1 37 
with radio transmitters (Table Birds captured 43 23 3 1 6 0 76 
4). A total of 67 females were Birds/trap set 1.9 3.8 0.6 0.5 6.0 0 2.0 

Bee OBO NU Le ON *Trap set represent one trap at pal ticular site f indeterminate ti jod S . . Ss a) a ticular SI or an indeterminate time period. some 

niles, 9 Were adults and 9 peer traps remained at a site all winter, others were moved 2-3 times. Traps were set sporadi- 

birds of unknown age. Nine cally, dependent on pheasant use, weather, and availability of transmitters. No accurate 
cocks including one adult were records were kept of trap dates for all sets so a trap-days comparison was not possible 
captured during the 4 winters. among the various cover types. 

Winter traps and trapping 

techniques used in this investi- ps cpsasgencruoncerey —, Se 
gation were similar to those de- [| (\sieaiamalnes ee PR ECR e ae a 
scribed by Gates (1971:27). cost pA mr 2 ee Fe if — 
Traditional winter roosting cover ee eet ee Paar aie ok er PMA © 

was pre-baited with cob corn  ijgegieRete Nietiuesta: et ett ee 
shortly after the first fall bah te hae arse ee ie | tae, ‘ y st snowfa Te Re ES m ae ry, A 
when general appraisal of flock 7% A (fer ie pens ee ee ee com” 

. . i ee os rs ot ‘tiha 4 i I 
size could be assessed. Use of "Ly Z ay eomeentbon tx: Bi 
the bait pile by pheasants deter- 9 (Mi ow | ; ee ; ice 
mined whether or not trapping Pet os “4 ; a, a) oe 
was worthwhile at a particular  [akea@iag Se. PTT nn ie 
site. Gates (1971:27) reported fy eo | : 
poor success in habitats where © So.eoy cg PR ae ee 
canopy cover was absent so all \y. PS ‘dl, ed eee oe ; 

. “ . i ee eee er) Se ok i 
bait stations were placed in i Aw ate eA = ing’ ‘ 
shrub carrs, woodlots, brushy ~~ * aa LEE Sa nae “ on 

8 fencelines or brush piles. Winter trap



Shrub carr sheltered a major- _—by 2 individuals, but deep snow RECAPTURE TECHNIQUES 
ity of wintering pheasants and prevented them from applying a 

therefore provided the best op- | enough pressure as the birds ap- Twenty-nine percent of all 
portunity for bait trapping proached the nets, and most birds (72 of 247 birds) radio- 
(Table 5). Of 76 birds trapped, either flew over or ran around equipped were subsequently *— 

43 (57%) were captured in the device. Both birds captured captured one or more times for 
shrub carr. Conifer cover ranked on this attempt were well en- transmitter replacement. A tech- 

second in birds captured with veloped in the net. Unsuccessful "4U© used in all but 3 of 185 

23, but trapping success (birds/ attempts using similar proce- transmitter changes involved the 
trap set) was better in this cover dures were tried in a large block pursuit of an individual with 

type than in shrub carr. Rough- of shrub carr with 4 nets and a _—- Portable receiving equipment 
ly. 4 birds were captured per conifer grove with 2 nets. | (described in the next section ) | 

trap set in conifer groves where- ol, . until the bird held long enough 
as only about 2 birds were taken The third bird was accident- at a site to be netted. This 

per trap set in shrub carr. The ally captured when she was proved to be an extremely time- 

brushy fenceline site was located netted on her nest along with a consuming affair. At least 2 

between an extensive wetland Tadio-equipped bird that was be- men and often 3 were required 

unit and a 40-acre unpicked ing recaptured. The radioed hen for 1-3 hours to track down and 

cornfield. Approximately 40 had been pursued for about an tire a pheasant before it could 

pheasants used this %4-mile hour with portable tracking gear be netted. . 

fenceline as a travel lane be- when she stopped 4 feet from Radio-equipped birds were re- 

tween food and cover. Often the nesting hen. The 10x10-foot captured using a long-handled 

they would roost and loaf in the net was set over the suspected hoop net or a 10x10-foot net. 

brushier sections of the fence. hiding spot of the radioed hen The square net was used almost 

line. Seven birds were enticed and both birds flushed into the exclusively during the first two 

into the trap despite the abun- bag of the net. years of the study. It required 

dant food supply. The woodlot 
and tamarack sites were only 
partially successful and were 
used primarily to obtain a good 

the study area. Annually about [qMRMMMMMMRS, 600) (2228 eG 
7 traps were shifted between the "i e CU 

Miscellaneous techniques were carne Pes 

used to capture 3 additional am “ 
birds. A pointing dog (Brittany - | . ee ee 

spaniel) was used with a 10x10- ee = i (ge 
__foot net to capture one individ- _ el 

persons with a large net and al- >. oe ae a ak 

lowed to roam in ditchbank or re ere wt eg ea ee ae. see sth 

When a bird was pointed, the [st sists MimNE Mae Ns ccs tee 0 

favoring the direction of her (iy pauaiunwyNA 7 eme dic). am Pt ae 7 ees 
p oin t to in clu d e th e ph easant. oe a oe ea eed FSS eee ee Ce ke ee ee ee RL 

This technique was tested in the 10x10 foot net 
spring of 1968 to supplement 
the nightlighting catch. Most | a — a 

birds were very wary and did df ee = ee 

not hold long enough for the es i rt 

maneuvering required to net the = . _ 

dog and bird. | 7 Cy a a? gy Sn 

was captured and another re- WPA mM he MR Oar ea 
captured with this technique. In Oe ee ; Reet ne eae) he Goren ae oe 

the successful attempt, 2 black AOR: ae aaa Bh tai } Nee 

LP) were set perpendicular toa = Sawai ee Cree nse re Reon 
brushy fenceline used as a travel  gR@uemGLaauul ST Ae ae Werte eae ee 
lane by about 40 birds. The birds UPR Le cay ten SS. NO es cP 

were driven along the fenceline | Hoop net g



bird was required before thenet == MM rc Cr 
could be dropped. Steel hoop KN rc rc mri 

the early years of this investiga- NN OO 

In general, recapture was ff 
most difficult when radio- = ff 
equipped birds were flocked with . JA fe 
others as in late fall and winter. oT oe 

seemed to react as a group. If | Transmitter 
other birds flushed, the tagged 
bird was less inclined to hold. | | 
During spring and summer, [ET 6 6 Ch] ee 

comparatively easy to approach = Se A 
and net. fi) Aa i. . . ac a 

Aluminum leg bands (Na |} (i — 2 a tional Band and Tag Company, ~e P| =6h/'S 2 UT CD 5S OU 
Newport, Ky.) were affixed to Fi.) 28 8 6 | tee | 7) 

Therefore, observations of leg- [gaya TAN OLE Ge re ee i. 
banded birds on the study area OA aiMrninea ecient (2 | erry MNS Grr oet Dewan ae could be identified as to their ets Te ee Pe pS oe pt ae ee Meo Oe ee 

origin. This practice was partic- Radio receiver (A.V.M. Instrument Co.) 
ularly helpful in identifying 
transmitter-equipped birds that 
had shed their radios. of approximately 0.35 ma and predators or impact by gunshot 

Transmitters used in this in- _an operational life of about 100 or automobile. Weight of the 
vestigation employed a circuit days under field conditions. The package after encapsulation was 
described by Cochran (1967) transmitting unit emitted a about 32 grams. 
and a design modified from pulsed signal at the 150 MHz A 10-inch whip antenna made 
Brander (1968). Development range, easily discernible by mo- _from guitar string (spring steel, 
of component configuration and __ bile receiving equipment up to B-flat) with a loading coil 
transmitter design was done in 34 mile away. emitted a modulating, omnidi- 
cooperation with Harry H. Mil- Transmitter components, in-  rectional signal. The antenna 
ler of the University of Wiscon- _ cluding the battery, were encap- wire was protected from break- 
sin Instrumentation Systems sulated in translucent dental age by a cover of polyvinyl- 
Center. Most transmitters were acrylic, which is waterproof, chloride tubing and a ball point 
powered by Mallory RMI certi- _cold-resistant and hard enough _ pen spring. 

10 fied cells, with a current drain to withstand most damage by Harness straps were made of
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Directional antenna externally mounted on Internally rotated antenna shaft 

cartop carriers 

plastic-coated wire and served a The radio receivers were used Initial contact with a radioed 

dual purpose in that they also with vehicle-mounted antennas bird was accomplished with mo- 

provided capacitance for the to locate the instrumented birds. bile units. The site from which 

electrical circuit. Numerous’ A single 14-foot, 8-element di- the bird was last located on the 

modifications were made in  rectional antenna was affixed to previous day was repeated to ob- 

transmitter design specifically an internally rotated shaft and tain initial contact. The antenna 

in antenna and harness systems. mounted on a 4-wheel drive was rotated until it pointed in 

Specifications and recommenda- _— vehicle. The same antenna ex- __ the direction of the most intense 

tion may be found in Appendix _ternally mounted on cartop car- signal. Signal strength was de- 

I. riers constituted the second mo-__ termined aurally rather than by 

Radio-tracking receivers used _ bile unit. During the first year visual interpretation of the am- 

in this study were of two types. of study another antenna system meter. A line with respect to an 

A crystal controlled, double con- _—involving two 3-element horizon- artificial or natural landmark 

version, super-heterodyne re-__ tally stacked yagis was used. was taken by sighting along the 

ceiver manufactured by Marku- The yagis were never properly beam of the directional antenna. 

sen Electronic Specialties, Clo- matched, and gain and direc- This could usually be accomp- 

quet, Minnesota was used during _ tionality were not comparable to __ lished without getting out of the 

the 1968 and 1969 field seasons. __ the 8-element antenna. Portable vehicle. A second line from an- 

A more compact, continuous 2element antennas were em-_ other vantage point was ob- 

band, tracking receiver was ployed to confirm locations in- tained and the bird located 

acquired from A.V.M. Instru- dicated by mobile units, to pin- | where the two lines intersected. 

ment Company, Champaign, point nesting hens and victims An effort was made to obtain 

Illinois for the 1970 to 1971 of mortality and to recapture lines that were perpendicular to 

study period. birds. each other at the point where "



they intersected to reduce the through February. twice a day, but the burden of 
“error polygon” as described by Fall-tagged birds had to be re-- capture and recapture activities 
Heezen and Tester (1967). A captured for transmitter replace- and searching for missing birds 
third line was occasionally taken ment in December. A conglomer- made this impossible. Often, 
to confirm the assigned location ate of fall- and winter-tagged only one check per day was 
of the bird. birds was monitored until early achieved. An exception to this 

Most locations were obtained spring when nightlighting was was during the spring study peri- 

by approach of the mobile units used again to capture birds for od when the sample of radioed 
| to within 4% mile of the bird. radio-equipping. birds was intentionally kept low, 

| Confirmation of mobile unit lo- Spring spotlighting was usu- so 3-4 checks per day could be 
cations with portable gear re- ally begun in late March after employed to adequately docu- 
vealed most radio-positions fell winter break-up and terminated ment nesting behavior. 

| within Y-acre of true location; mid-April prior to the onset of After daily contact was made 
accuracy decreased with dis- nesting. Spring rains and flood- with an individual, time, loca- 
tance. Strip-crop farming was ing of study area wetlands de- tion, activity, cover selection and 
commonly practiced on the termined how much cover was pertinent information such as 
study area and lines parallel and _ available for nightlighting. Usu- weather, visual observations of 
perpendicular to the long axis of ally 10-15 birds were needed to the bird and accuracy of the lo- 

| the fields had to be obtained for attain the desired sample of 25 cation were recorded. A daily log 
accurate cover designation. This _hens for the spring study period. —_ was used to record all informa- 
often necessitated the use of Fall- and winter-captured tion except the individual’s loca- 
farm trails. birds required new radios in tion. The radio-position was re- 

March and April. No effort was _ corded on an aerial photo in the 
DATA COLLECTION ade capture birds ater the field and later transcribed to 

| reeding season was underway, frosted acetate or mylar for per- 
AND TABULATION so the radioed cohort decreased manent record-keeping. P 

Field work began in late Sep- _ until late September. Recapture If a mortality occurred, a spe- 
tember each year when an initial after mid-April was limited to cial form was used to tabulate 
complement of 40-50 pheasants hens that reached late incuba- the details of field sign, weather 
was captured by nightlighting tion, and they were netted at and predisposition of the bird. 

. for radio-tagging. Attrition of the their nest site just prior to hatch- |§ Photographs were taken of most 
radioed cohort due to transmitter ing. This policy was designated mortality victims when a sub- 
failure or mortality necessitated to minimize disturbance of _ stantial portion of the carcass 
winter trapping to maintain a pheasant production on the ' remained. All intact carcasses 
desirable sample of 30 birds dur- _ study area. were fluoroscoped (Elder 1950, 
ing the fall-to-spring study peri- Birds were monitored daily | and Whitlock and Miller 1947) 
od. Trapping was usually begun with rare exception. An effort for lead shot. 
in late December and continued was made to locate each bird 

| FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION population at Waterloo was, in 
general, beyond the scope of this 
investigation. The intent of this 
study was simply to ascertain 
the seasonal and annual impor- 

Radio-equipping of 245 pheas- _ putation of mortality rates and a tance of the various hen mor- 
ants (218 hens, 27 cocks) discussion of mortality factors tality factors. However, the as- 

yielded a collection of 137 mor- for the hen segment of the sessment of relative importance 
tality records (120 hens, 17 pheasant population will be among the identified causes-of- 
cocks). However, the following — based on 105 mortality records. death must be formulated from 
analysis of mortality will disre- Cock mortality is discussed in a sample of pheasants whose 
gard deaths that occurred within Appendix IV and is based on mortality rates are comparable 
Oo days of initial capture due to — only 15 deaths. to the population mortality rates 
potential transmitter-related to credibly represent that popu- 
mortality. Appendix II has adis- )4AORTALITY RATES lation. Sex and age ratio data 
cussion of this adjustment peri- were obtained on the Waterloo 
od required by pheasants to The determination of mortal- pheasant population to deter- 

12 adapt to the radio package. Com-__ity rates for the hen pheasant mine annual and seasonal mor-



tality rates for comparison with intensive hunter survey on the _ to approximate 12 percent of the 
death rates computed for the — study area. License numbers _ prehunt population based on the 
radio-tagged sample. were recorded for all vehicles incidence of birds carrying lead 

: parked on roads, in fields and shot. On his Waupun Study 

Calculation of Mortality in parking lots. When a hunting Area, the recovery of marked 
Rates for the Population party was interviewed, the li- birds yielded a minimum mortal- 

—--—-—-- cense number(s) of their vehi- ity rate to gunshot of 10 percent 
Two population statistics — cle(s) was recorded with other of the preseason hen population. 

were required to compute fall- details of their hunting experi- All posthunt sex ratio values in 
to-fall mortality rates for study — ence. Efficiency of hunter con- Table 6 were corrected at the 5 
area hens. These were an esti- tact was obtained by dividing percent level to compensate for 
mate of the prehunt hen popula- =the number of vehicles whose the illegal hen kill observed at 
tion and a fall hen age ratio. occupants were interviewed, by Waterloo. | 
P heasant Surveys de signed to the total number of vehicles re- An assumed prehunt sex ratio 
provide these statistics were con- _— corded on the study area. The of 1.25 was used during all 5 
ducted in cooperation with the efficiency of bag check averaged years for which prehunt popula- 
habitat improvement program _55 percent during the 5-year tion estimates were made. Brood 
(Frank and Woehler 1969) and _ period. observations and nightlighting 
kindly provided by E. E. Woehler Between 214 and 353 cocks captures are the usual sources 
from unpublished data. These were checked yearly during the for early fall sex ratios, but 
surveys were intended to meas- harvest survey. The total har- Waterloo data from these activi- 

ure response of pheasant and vest, after compensating for effi- ties were thought to be inade- 

rabbit populations to habitat de- ciency of hunter contact, ranged quate for sex structure deter- 

velopment and have been con- between 382 and 619 roosters. mination. Stokes (1954:87) 
ducted since 1962. Included in Crippling loss was defined as the demonstrated that the prehunt 

this report are pertinent data number of cocks that were re- fall sex ratio will lie between 
from years 1967-1971. ported as hit by gunshot and not 1.19 and 1.43 presuming a re- 

recovered and averages 13 a productive success of 4:1 to 2:1 

| , : cent during the study period. young per adult female and 5:1 
Prehunt Hen Population Estimate Total gunshot deaths, after com- to lov fall adult sex ratio. 

A modified Kelker Index, pensating for crippling loss, Gates (1971:61) empirically de- 

which is based on the change in ranged from 432 to 693 cocks. rived an average prehunt fall 

sex ratio resulting from the Illegal hen kill was found to sex ratio of 1.25 (range 1.19 to 

known kill of each sex during be about 5 percent based on gun- 1.32) from August brood obser- | 

the hunting season, was used to. _ shot loss among the radio-tagged vations and prehunt nightlight- 

obtain prehunt hen population cohort. This rate was low com- jing for the Waupun pheasant 

estimates (Table 6). The cock pared with previous Wisconsin population. At Waterloo, August 

kill was determined from har- findings. Gates (1971:614) esti- roadside observations of pheas- 

~~-vest statistics gathered by an ~ mated the statewide kill of hens ants revealed roughly a 5:1 = == 

TABLE 6. Prehunt Hen Population Estimate Determined From a Modified Kelker Index Computation 
a 

Cock Harvest Statistics Calculated ** 

Efficiency Crip- Total _____———SexRatio  ———“C;istsé«~Seercent 

Observed of Total pling Gunshot Corrected * of Cocks Prehunt Population Estimates 

Year Harvest BagCheck Harvest Loss Deaths Prehunt Posthunt  Posthunt Shot Cocks Hens 

1967 — 265 57 465 12 521 1.25 7.5 7.9 84.2 619 774 
1968 214 6 382 13 432 1.25 7.8 8.2 84.7 510 637 

1969 353 57 619 12 693 1.25 5.3 5.6 77.7 892 1,115 
1970 ~—- 258 AT 549 12 615 1.25 8.3 8.7 85.6 718 898 
1971 294 59 498 17 583 1.25 7.3 7.7 83.8 696 870 
ee 

Averages 277 Jo 503 13.2 569 1.25 7.2 7.6 83.2 687 859 

*Corrected compensating for an illegal hen kill of 5 percent as determined from the radio-equipped sample. 

**Formula: Percent of cocks shot = Corrected Posthunt Sex Ratio 
Prehunt Sex Ratio — 1.00 

Corrected Posthunt Sex Ratio 

13



adult sex ratio and nightlighting An average of 3.07 juvenile hens (N=56) and 5.4 (N=109) ob- 
provided an approximate female —_ was present per adult henin the — served by Frank and Woehler 
age ratio of 4:1. Therefore, a prehunt population for years (unpublished data) for years 
prehunt sex ratio of 1.25 ap- 1967-1971 (Table 7). 1963-64. 
pears realistic for the study area Hen age ratios can also be ob- 
pheasant population. tained from the nightlighting Annual Mortality Rates 

Posthunt sex ratio observa- sample. Spotlighting was con- The fall hen estimates and. 
tions of pheasants were obtained ducted between 1968-1970 with hen age ratios were used to com- 
from roadside observations and _ these age ratios observed in the _ pute fall-to-fall mortality rates 
flush counts during January and _—_ catch: 1968: 3.53(N=68 hens); _—‘ for years 1968-1971 (Table 7). 
February. Flush counts were 1969:4.55 (N=50 hens); and Annual death rates varied be- 
gathered from random encount- 1970:7.33 (N=50 hens). These tween 60.6 percent and 80.2 per- 
ers with birds in winter cover observed age ratios displayed cent (K=73.9% ) for age classes 
during routine field operations poor agreement with calculated combined. The mortality rate for 
and from drive counts where values given in Table 7. Gates 1969 was low (60.6% ) when 
units of heavy cover were sys- (1971:78) found close agree- compared with the values for 
tematically searched by a large ment between observed and cal- 1968, 1970 and 1971 which 
crew (8-16 men). Observations _ culated hen age ratios on the averaged 78.3 percent. However, 
from the various activities were | Waupun Study Area. Five years | assumed values were used in the 
treated equally to develop the of nightlighting yielded an aver- determination of fall hen esti- 
posthunt sex ratio. age hen age ratio of 3.0 as com- mates and although their impact 

. pared with 2.9 juvenile hens per _—_ should be minimal, little empha- 
Fall Hen Age Ratio adult hen calculated for 7 years _ sis will be placed on individual 
One additional statistic, the | when prehunt sex ratio and cock annual death rates due to the 

fall hen age ratio, was required age ratio data were available. potential bias. Future discussion 
before annual hen mortality Nightlighting samples at Water- of population mortality will cen- 
rates could be computed. These —_ loo were small and likely inade- —_ ter on the mean annual mortal- 
age ratios can be calculated from quate to reliably reflect true ity rate of 73.9 percent. 
cock age ratios observed in the population structure of sex and : 
bag and prehunt sex ratios. The age. The observed age ratios 
following formula was derived — were nonetheless consistent with (Cgfeulation of Mortality 
from Stokes (1954:79): | previous abnormally high age R f he Radio-T d 

ratios observed in the nightlight- ates for the Kadio- lagge 
Hen Age Ratio = ing catch at Waterloo. The aver- Sample 

| Cock Age Ratio hon CN 6) observed in the . Mortality rates for the radio- 

"Ab Ane wallGae Daub aAnn oo: ee quipped sample were computed 
(Cock Age FallSex Cock Age investigation compares favor- | ; 1 Rati 1) Rati Rati bly with h oT £59 for 5-day periods between April, 
atio-+ 1) Ratio atio ably with hen age ratios of 5. 1968 and August, 1971. The 

| total mortalities falling in each 
period were divided by the num- 
ber of radioed birds known to be 
alive at the onset. To obtain a 
mortality rate for a series of 
periods, as for example 73 (one 
year ), the 5-day mortality rates 

TABLE 7. Annual Mortality Rates (October 1 to September 30) were averaged and the comple- 

for the Hen Population ment of the proportion, the aver- 
TTT age 5-day survival rate, was ob- 

Hen Percent Percent : : 
Year Population Age Ratio* Adults Young Survival Mortality sower are raises han oe ora 

1967 174 391 198 516 rate was then converted to a 

1968 637 3.16 153 484.—( «19.8 80.2 mortality rate for the 73, 5-day 
1969 ‘1,115 3.45 251 864 39.4 60.6 periods. To better demonstrate 
1970 898 2.72 241 657 21.6 78.4 this procedure a series of 5-day 
1971 870 3.09 213 657 23.7 76.3 periods encompassing the hunt- 

OT I ing season was excerpted from 
Averages 859 3.07 211 648 26.1 73.9 | an annual tabulation of data 

*Hen age ratio calculated using the cock age ratio observed in the bag. (Table 8). In this example, a 

Formula: Hen Age Ratio = Cock Age Ratio mortality rate 18 computed for 
(Cock Age Ratio + 1) Fall Sex Ratio — Cock Age Ratio 12, 5-day periods. The upper 

section of the table shows how 
o-day mortality rates were cal- 
culated and summed. The lower 

14 section demonstrates the step-



wise procedure used to procure ant population at Waupun. Mor- Annual Mortality 

a seasonal mortality rate. tality rates were based on a syn- A comparison of mean fall-to- 
Rates thus calculated although thesis of computed losses from a__ fall mortality rates between the 

imperfect, are used as estimates back-tagged sample and for the population and the radio-equip- 

of “instantaneous” mortality population as a whole. Annual ped sample reveals favorable 

rates, since the 5-day period is and seasonal mortality rates agreement (Table 9). Hen mor- 
a relatively small proportion of | from the hen segment at Water- tality averaged 73.9 percent per 
the average longevity of radio- loo will be compared with paral- year for the population and 79.7 

equipped birds. as period lel rates at Waupun. _ ‘percent per year for the radioed 
ength seems especially allow- 
able in view of the magnitude of 
the coefficient of variation that 
is associated with these rate esti- 
mates (C.V. = 75% for Table 8 
data) ee an artificial cael TABLE 8. Excerpt from Tabular Data Used to Compute Mortality Rates 
tion of the approximate data in from the Radio-tagged Sample 
Table 8 yievds a relative differ- Example: Juvenile Hens for Hunting Season with All Years Combined 
ence of less than 0.5 percent ce 
when calculated on a 5-day VS. Total Hens Alive Total Mortalities Mortality Rate During 
a 1-day basis. In a subsequent Period Onset of Period* During Period Period (Percent) 

discussion of mortality, seasonal 9 

periods of unequal length will be October 16-20 77 1 1.29 

compared. Average 5-day mor- 21—25 71 2 2.81 

tality rates as well as cumulative N 26~30 65 2 3.07 
. . ae ovember 30-4 59 4 6.77 

rates will be provided for direct 59 53 1 1.88 

comparison in these examples. 10-14 50 3 6.00 

Otherwise, when periods of 15-19 46 2 4.34 

equal length are involved only oe 50 44 0 0 
the cumulative rates of mortal- December 30—4 iB i 538 
ity will be given. 5~9 40 0 | 0 

| 10-14 38 1 2.63 

° ° Cumulative su 
Comparison of Population Average mortality rate (12 periods) +99 

and Sample Mortality Rates Standard error 7 0.60 
Confidence limits (95%) +1.32 

To strengthen confidence in i 

the credibility of the radioed 1.00—Aver- 1.00-(1.00— 

___sample as representative of the | == == ——_—_s8¢ Mort. —(1.00—Average Average Mort. Mortality Rate 

population, a comparison of an- Rate Mort Rateyh Rate _ Bunting Season BO 

nual and seasonal mortality Average rate 9721 7120 2880 28.8 

rates was undertaken. Fall-to- Confidence imits 959-985  .604—.837 163-396 16.3 - 39.6 
fall, fall-to-spring and spring-to- (95 percent) 

fall death rates were collated a 
among the population and sam- *Total number hens alive at onset of period calculated by subtracting the number of 

ple. Fall-to-spring was defined as pens lost from the sample in the previous period through mortality and/or radio 

October 1 to March 31, and 
spring-to-fall as April 1 to Sep- 
tember 30 for the radio-equipped 
cohort. Hen estimates and age 

ratios used to compute the popu- TABLE 9. Comparison of the Annual Mortality Rates Between the Radio- 

ation (aay Oe tober) and pre- | equipped Sample and the Population as a Whole (Adult and Juvenile Hens 

unt (early Uctober) and pre- Combined, 1968—1971 
breeding (early April). In — Gombined P9C8T ITN 

addition, 6 seasonal periods of Year _ Mortality Rate 

specific importance for the hen (Oct. 1—Sept. 30) Population Radio-equipped Cohort (N = 201) 

pheasant were defined and mor- $$ I 

tality among the radio-tagged 1967-1968 80.2 

sample computed for each. In loon 1990 oe o 
this manner the annual pattern 1970-1971 16.3 82.8 

of mortality was conveniently 

ponies C 1971) provided a com- Mean Annual Mortality Rate 73.9 79.7 

prehensive picture of annual 
and seasonal losses for a pheas- 15



cohort. Gates (1971:629) found pared under both hunting condi- spring census of cocks on the 
fall-to-fall hen mortality to range tions and found to be similar. study area was accomplished by 
between 65 and 89 percent with No survival advantage was _ systematically triangulating 
a mean annual rate of 75 per- awarded to adults by Stokes each “crowing” cock during April 
cent for the period 1959-1964 (1954:96), who determined and May. An average of 73 cocks 
on the Waupun Study Area. mean annual mortality to be 47. and 548 hens were present on 
Earlier calculations of annual percent for the Pelee Island hen the 25-section study area each 
mortality for Wisconsin pheas- pheasant population. spring. A direct comparison was 
ant populations were based on made between fall and spring 
winter-to-winter trapping data. . hen estimates to determine fall- 
These investigations by McCabe Seasonal Mortality to-spring and spring-to-fall popu- 
(1949) and Buss (1946) found The determination of fall-to- lation mortality rates. 
yearly mortality to be roughly spring and spring-to-fall mortal- FALL-TO-SPRING MORTALITY. 
70 percent for sex and age’ ity rates required annual A comparison of mean fall-to- 
classes combined. estimates of the spring hen _ spring mortality rates between 

A comparison of annual mor- _ population in addition to the fall the hen population and the 
tality rates between juvenile and estimates already obtained.  radio-equipped cohort reveals 
adult hens was possible with the Spring hen estimates were based __ distinct disagreement (Table 
radioed sample of birds (Table —_on a spring cock population esti- 12). Whereas the population at 
10). Adult hens exhibited an mate corrected for the winter large realized a relatively low 
average fall-to-fall death rate of sex ratio (Table 11). Winter sex fall-to-spring death rate 
67.3 percent in contrast with ratio observations were obtained (35.3% ), the radio-tagged sam- 
82.4 percent for juvenile fe- from roadside and flush counts ple experienced a comparatively 
males. Sample size was insuffi- during January and February. A high rate of loss (57.8% ). Gates 
cient for a serious consideration | 
of yearly trends; however, an- 
nual variation in mortality did - 
not overlap between the age : 
classes. Juvenile mortality was 

consistently high (80.3-85.4:% ) TABLE 10. Comparison of Mortality Rates for Adult and Juvenile Hens, 
and adult death accordingly low Radic ‘oped 1968 to 1971 
(61.2-78.7% ). Mean annual adho-eq upp’ ° 

| mortality was only slightly less Vear Mortality Rate 

among adults at 69 percent than (Oct. 1 to Sept. 30) Kdults(N=43)—=——~«~C*«*~*«*«S vente (N= 132) 
juveniles at 74 percent for the _ ee 
Waupun hen population studied _ 

by Gates (1971 :648). 1969-1970 612 £03 
The preceding annual mortal- 1970-1971 61.9 85.4 

ity rates computed for 4 Wiscon- ST 
sin pheasant populations are Average Annual Mortality Rate 67.3 82.4 

among the highest reported in FOF 201 hens. 132 weie classified juveniles 43 were adulis and J6welenotmed 
the literature. Leedy and Hicks 01 hens, 132 were classified juveniles, 43 were adults an were not aged. 

ture(1945:83) developed an an- 
nual survival series for a hypo- 
thetical population of pheasants 
based on the results of all previ- 
ous Ohio studies. Hen mortality 
showed no age class differential 

M. c roranee ° ‘ Harpe rd 964) TABLE 11. Spring Hen Estimate from Spring Cock Population 
found mean annual mortality to Corrected for Winter Sex Ratio 

be 60 percent from 6 years of Sprine Cock Winter Sorin 

study at Sutter Basin, a 68,000- Year Triangulation Count Sex Ratio Hen Estimate 
acre area in the Sacramento Val- 
ley of California. Mortality rates 1967 14 89 659 
were based on the returns of 1968 69 15 517 
banded wild birds. Age differen- 1969 76 7.8 593 
tial mortality was identified with 1970 74 5.3 392 
mean annual loss for juveniles 1971 70 8.3 $81 
of 65 percent and adults 58 per- 
cent. Hen hunting was permitted Averages 73 16 $48 
during 3 years (1955-57) of the 
6 years (1952-58) of this inves- 

16 tigation. Loss rates were com-



| population estimates for the 
years 1939-1942. Calculated 

TABLE 12. Comparison of Fall-to-Spring Mortality Rates Between the from the author’s original data, 

Radio-equipped Sample and the Population as a Whole (Adult and Juvenile fall-to-spring mortality for the 3- 
Hens Combined, 1968—1971) year period averaged 57 percent 

and ranged between 43 and 68 

Year Mortality Rate percent. These mortality values 

(Oct. 1 to March 31) Population Radio-equipped Cohort were comparable to those re- 

a ported for the Waupun hen 

1968-1969 6.9 44.7 population and the radio-tagged 

1969-1970 64.8 49.3 sample at Waterloo. Anderson 

1970-1971 35.3 19.3 (1964) reported the highest fall- 
ON to-spring mortality rate in the 
Mean Seasonal Mortality Rate 35.3 57.8 literature, but it applied to a 

TT marginal pheasant population 
that was not self-sustaining. At 
the Neoga Study Area in Cum- 
berland County, Illinois, Ander- 
son determined hen mortality to 
be 72 percent for the years 1960- 
62. 

SPRING-TO-FALL MORTALITY. 

TABLE 13. Comparison of Spring-to-Fall Mortality Rates Between the A comparison of spring-to-fall 

Radio-equipped Sample and the Population as a Whole (Adult and Juvenile mortality rates between the hen 

Hens Combined, 1968—1971) population and the radioed sam- 

——_————_—_ a T7 AAT ple Shows poor agreement. The 
Year _ Mortality Rate mean spring-to-fall mortality 
(April 1 to Sept. 30) Population Radio-equipped Cohort rate for the population was 57. 5 

percent in contrast with 44.8 

oe oe e4s percent for the transmitter- 

1970 38.5 52.8 equipped segment (Table 13). 

1971 63.3 18.2 Gates (1971:656) found spring- 

oO to-fall (May 1 to October 1) 

Mean Seasonal Mortality Rate 57.5 44.8 mortality to fluctuate between 

Ne en Enna nnnnnnnnnnnEe 42, and 66 percent with a mean 
rate of 50 percent. Both the 

| population and the radioed sam- 
ple displayed a wider variance Oo 
than exhibited by the hen popu- 
lation studied by Gates. How- 

(1971:656) found fall-to-spring _ tion. It is, however, important at ever, average values compared 

mortality to range between 36 this point to indicate that winter favorably. Leedy and Hicks 

and 73 percent and average 48 weather conditions were least (1945:83) determined spring- 

percent at Waupun. The mean _ severe in 1968-69 and became to-fall (April 1 to September 30) 

seasonal mortality rate for the progressively worse through hen mortality to total 42 percent 

sample appears more consistent 1970-71. Looking again at Table based on previous investigations 

with Gates’ findings than the 12, the parallel relationship of in Ohio. 

companion population statistic.  fall-to-spring mortality and win- Annual mortality rates agreed 

Gates (1971:662) also dem- ter weather was not demon- very well between the radio- 

onstrated a correlation between strated by the trend in popula- | equipped cohort and the popula- 

trends in fall-to-spring (October tion mortality rates, but was ex- _— tion as a whole. However, the 

1-May 1) mortality and mortal- hibited by the radio-tagged co- hen population experienced a 

ity during the winter segment. hort. lower fall-to-spring mortality 

Winter mortality, in turn, was Leedy and Hicks (1945:82) rate and a higher spring-to-fall 

associated with the severity of | developed a schedule of seasonal = mortality rate. This could be the 

winter weather with respect to losses by combining results from _ result of an inflated spring hen 

snow accumulation and tem- a series of Ohio studies and de- population estimate which 

perature. Gates used a winter termined October 1 to April 1 would yield an apparent lower 

hardness index to describe hen mortality to total 38 percent. rate of fall-to-spring mortality 

weather severity. A similar rela~ On the 9,000-acre Prairie Farm and a higher rate of spring-to- 

tionship was observed at Water- in Saginaw County, Michigan, fall loss. Three factors would 

loo but discussion of this subject Shick (1952:33, 88) provided result in an overestimate of the 

will be deferred to a later sec- prehunt and prenesting hen spring hen population: (1) a 17



| biased winter sex ratio too high Mortality rates during the re- weather conditions (snow ac- 
to hens, (2) an exaggerated productive and winter segments cumulation and temperature ) 
spring cock population estimate, were similar in importance and not only took an immediate toll 
and (3) a differential mortality of greater magnitude than the of birds, but weakened the physi- 
of hens to cocks between the autumn period (Table 14). cal condition of hens entering 
times that sex ratios were deter- | However, in terms of total birds the reproductive period thereby 
mined and the time of the spring lost from the hen population, - reducing survival in this season 
census. Of these, the first and autumn is very significant in also. Mechanisms of accelerated 
third are likely most strongly in- that the mortality rate applies to spring loss following more ardu- 
fluencing the spring hen esti- _ the period of highest population ous winters were not identified 
mate at Waterloo. Gates (1971: density. From a hypothetical by Gates but were believed to be 
43,47) has summarized the population of 1,000 hens, 248 stress related from weight loss | 
biases associated with winter sex __ would be lost in autumn, 375 in _ during the period of snow cover. 
ratio counts and has also pre- the winter and 158 in the repro- 
sented evidence for sex differen- ductive period. . 
tial winter mortality. The biases An interesting relationship Annual Pattern of Mortality 
associated with the spring hen borne out by Table 14 is the Rates for the Radio-tagged 
population estimate discussed by compensating mortality rates be- Sample 
Gates may also be acting to pro- tween consecutive winter and To develop an annual pattern 
duce the wide ranging fall-to- reproductive periods. For ex- of mortality, 6 periods were 
spring (6.9 to 64.8%) and ample, winter mortality was designated: (1) hunting, (2) 
spring-to-fall (38.5 to 70.4% ). least severe (32.1% ) in 1968- snow cover, (3) late winter, (4) 
population mortality rates. 69 while the rate of loss the fol- nesting, (5) brood-rearing, and 

It is not our desire to pursue lowing reproductive period was (6) post brood-rearing. Mortal- 
the many aspects of associated the most severe (62.9% ) re- ity rates were calculated for each 
biases of spring hen estimates ported for all years. Conversely, for al] years combined (Table 
but only to indicate their pos- | when winter mortality was high 15). The period of hunting was 
sible existence. The lack of (68.8%) in 1970-71, reproduc- defined as October 16 to Decem- 
agreement between fall-to-spring __ tive loss was low (18.2% ). Win- per 14 and encompassed the 
mortality rates does not neces- _ter and subsequent reproductive  actya] season, which fluctuated 
sarily prove that the radio- mortality were highly negatively between an opening date of 
equipped hens survived less well _ correlated (r= —0.99) but this October 18-30 and a closing date 
over winter than the hens in the _—_does not imply a casual relation- o£ November 23 to December 12. 
population at large. Likewise, it ship. Rather, the relationship The period of snow cover was 
does not prove that the radioed may be coincidental and a func- established as December 15 to 
cohort experienced higher sur- tion of independent environmen- February 18. During 1968, 1969, 
vival from spring-to-fall than the tal variables which influence and 1970 the first significant 
hen population as a whole. pheasant mortality. ‘These will accumulation of snow occurred 

be discussed under the Mortality on December 22 (3 inches), 
Sequence of Seasonal Mortality Factors section. Gates (1971: December 7 (5 inches) and De- 
Rates for the Radio-tagged 736) found poorer survival dur- cember 11 (14 inches), respec- 
Sample ing a reproductive period follow- tively. Therefore December 15 
The seasonal importance of ng & that winter. He pypothe- seemed a reasonable compro- mortality can be further ex. IZ that winters with severe mise for the onset of snow cover. 

amined for the transmitter- 
equipped hens by combining 
juvenile and adult records for 
three seasons, reproductive, au- 

tumn and winter. The rep roduc- TABLE 14. Seasonal Mortality Rates for All Hens Radio-equipped tive segment is defined as April April. 1968 to September. 1971 
15 to August 27 and includes prs P 
nesting and most of the brood- ; 

. ° casons rearing activity. The autumn Reproductive. Autumn Winter 
unit, August 28 to December 14, Year (April 15—August 27) (August 28—December 14) (December 15—April 14) 
encompasses the period of fall eee 
dispersal and the hunting sea- 1968 44.0 22.3 32.1 
son. The periods of snow cover 1969 62.9 18.9 48.8 
and early spring are bracketed 1970 42.6 33.3 68.8 
by the winter segment which is ton] 18.2 
December 15 to April 14. The NN 

Mean Seasonal 
segments are of roughly equal Mortality Rate 41.9 24.8 49.9 length; reproductive 134 days, 
autumn 108 days, and winter 

18 120 days.



TABLE 15. Mortality Rates for Six Important Periods for 175 Hen Pheasants (All Ages and Years Combined) | 

, , ____ Hypothetical Hen Population 
Avg. 5-day Seasonal Individuals Alive Individuals Lost Percent of 

Season Mortality Rate Mortality Rate Onset Terminus During Season Annual Loss 

Hunting (Oct. 16—Dec. 14) 2.4 25.4 1,000 746 254 31.6 
Snow cover (Dec. 15—Feb. 18) 3.7 38.7 746 457 289 35.9 
Late winter (Feb. 19—Apr. 14) 2.2 21.4 457 359 98 12.2 

Nesting (Apr. 15—June 28) 2.7 33.8 359-238 121 15.0 
Brood-rearing (June 29—Aug. 27) 1.5 16.8 238 198 40 5.0 

Post brood-rearing (Aug. 28—Oct. 15) 0.1 1.0 198 196 2 2 

Snow accumulation dropped to tality rates were provided for destruction. Wagner found that 

zero on February 18, February direct comparison in Table 15. mortality was high in years of 

28, and March 18 of years 1969, The periods of snow cover and late nesting and suggested it 

1970 and 1971. The selection of nesting rank first and second, was due to the increased stress 

February 18 as the terminal date respectively, when comparing — of larger numbers of eggs laid 

for snow cover was reasonable the 5-day mortality rates (3.7 in those years. Therefore, yearly 

for years 1969 and 1970 but and 2.7% ) and cumulative sea- variations in nesting phenology 

early for 1971. The period of sonal death rates (38.7 and ultimately determined annual 

late winter, February 19 to April 33.8%). Combined, they ac- variations in hen mortality 

14 is characterized by fluctuat- count for 50.9 percent of annual _ through stress-related mortality 

ing snow depths (0-14 inches) mortality, 35.9 percent occur- during the late summer period. 

and temperature. It is usually a ring during snow cover and 15.0 The actual factors causing death 

distinct period between the criti- percent during nesting. The 5- were not proposed by Wagner. 

cal phase of winter and the on- day mortality rate during the — Dahlgren (1963:291) found 

set of breeding. Also, itis atime hunting season ranked third in late summer to be a period of 

of dispersal from winter cover importance, but applied to the high mortality for both sex 

and of weight gain prior to the largest annual population level classes in South Dakota based 

burden of the reproductive sea- and therefore accounted for 31.6 on rural mail carrier surveys 

_ son. The period of nesting was percent of annual mortality. The _and harvest statistics. The mech- 
fixed as April 15 to June 28. periods of brood-rearing and — anisms of loss were not identi- = | 

Dumke and Pils (unpubl.) have _ post brood-rearing are apparent- _—fjed but stress-related mortality 

demonstrated by following the ly of little consequence in terms associated with the molt was 

reproductive histories of 68 of annual mortality. suggested. Furthermore, spring- 

radio-tagged birds that April 15 Wagner (1957) presented _ to-fall loss was found to consti- 

would precede the onset of egg- circumstantial evidence for the tute a majority of annual mor- 

laying at a nest for most hens. existence of accelerated, annu- tality. Although late summer 

August brood observations have ally varying, late summer mor- __ was determined to be a period of 

revealed that 80 percent of all tality of adult hen pheasants. high loss, a major share of the 

successful clutches are hatched Furthermore, it was suggested  spring-to-fall mortality occurred 

by June 28 (Woehler, unpubl.). that late summer mortality was in the spring-to-summer seg- 

The brood-rearing period, June linked to the physiological ment. With the exception of a 

29 to August 27, encompasses _ stresses of breeding and molt. few extreme variations in fall- 

the time of chick-rearing. In The severity of stress during the _to-spring mortality, this period 

addition the physical impact of | breeding season appeared to be was of little consequence in 

egg-laying has brought the hen _a function of the number of eggs __ terms of annual mortality. 

to a low ebb in her annual laid. Kabat et al. (1956) demon- The existence of accelerated 

weight cycle which is further strated that the amount of late summer mortality was not 

compounded by the immediate weight lost during the laying confirmed by this investigation 

demands of feather molt. The period was dependent on the nor by the research of Gates 

post brood-rearing period, Aug- number of eggs produced. An- (1971) at Waupun. The sex and 

ust 28 to October 15, is charac- nual variations in egg produc- age data presented by Wagner 

terized by gradual weight gain tion resulted from fluctuations — et al. (1965:71,73) implied that 

and the onset of fall dispersal. in the interval between egg-lay- fall-to-spring mortality was 

The periods were necessarily ing and the onset of actual rather constant between years 

of unequal length so 5-day mor- _ nesting and the degree of nest and that annual fluctuations in 19



mortality were linked to the de- (Table 16). The brood-rearing 67.3 percent. The cause of this 
gree of variation in spring-to-fall and post brood-rearing periods survival variability was appar- 
loss. Gates (1971:747) found _ together average only slightly — ently not a function of acceler- 
fall-to-spring mortality to be fewer birds than the period of ated juvenile mortality during a 
highly variable with winter iso- snow cover. If mortality was specific seasonal period (Table 
lated as the most significant considerably accelerated during 17). Again, the 5-day mortality 
period of accelerated, annually the summer, an adequate sam- rates provide the best basis for 
varying mortality. The principal ple of radio-tagged hens should comparison. Adult survival was 
determinant of annual fluctua- have been available to demon- consistently better during each 

, tions in survival was the severity strate this phenomenon. period with the exception of late 
of winter weather which indi- Table 10 demonstrated a dis- | winter. Accelerated adult mor- 
rectly influenced hen pheasant parity in annual mortality rates _ tality during this period was Sig- 
mortality. Variations in spring- between juvenile and adult hen nificant enough to rank it sec- 

- to-fall mortality were detected pheasants. Juvenile mortality ond to the period of snow cover 
but found to be a function of averaged 82.4 percent per year in terms of annual loss. No ex- 
nesting season losses rather than while adult mortality averaged — planation for the apparent im- 
mortality during the late sum- | 
mer months. 

The findings at Waterloo con- | , . 
cur with those of Gates in that | 
winter was identified as the 
most important component of TABLE 16. Number of Bird-days and Mean Number of Birds Radio-tagged 
annual mortality. The summer by Season for 201 Hen Pheasants (All Years Combined) 
periods of brood-rearing and TS 
post brood-rearing were least | Season Length Mean Number 
important in terms of annual Season (days) Bird-days* of Birds** - 
mortality. However, it is reason- I 
able to question whether an ade- Hunting (Oct. 16—Dec. 14) 60 4,504 75.1 
quate sample of radio-tagged Snow cover (Dec. 15—Feb. 18) 65 2,980 46.6 

. Late winter (Feb. 19—Apr. 14) 55 3,333 60.6 hens de fi present suing these Nesting (Apr. 15—June 28) 75 5,083 68.7 periods for survival determina- Brood-rearing (June 29—Aug. 27) 60 2,082 35.3 
tion since it was previously men- Post brood-rearing (Aug. 28—Oct.15) 50 2,315 48.2 
tioned that the number of tagged as 
birds decreases throughout the Totals 365 20,297 

| summer. To ascertain if a suffi- Pr 
| . . *Computed daily and totalled by season. 

cient sample of birds was pres- **Formula: Mean Number of Birds= Bird days | 
ent during the summer months, Season Length 
the mean number of hens radio- | (days) 
equipped in each period was 
computed for all years combined : 

TABLE 17. Mortality Rates for Radio-equipped Juvenile and Adult Hens During Six Periods (All Years Combined) 

_ 

Juvenile (N = 132) Adults (N = 43) _ 
Avg.5-day Seasonal Individuals Percent Avg.5-day Seasonal Individuals Percent 
Mortality Mortality Individuals Alive Lost During Annual Mortality Mortality Individuals Alive Lost During Annual 

Season Rate Rate Onset Terminus Season Loss Rate Rate Onset Terminus Season Loss 

Hunting 

(Oct. 16—Dec.14) 2.8 28.8 1,000 712 288 34.6 1.2 13.7. 1,000 863 137 20.5 
Snow Cover , 

(Dec. 15-Feb.18) 4.1 42.1 712412 300 36.0 2.1 24.3 863 653 210 31.5 
Late Winter 

(Feb.19-Apr.14) 1.9 19.4 412 332 80 9.6 3.0 28.8 653 465 188 28.2 | 
Nesting 

(Apr. 15—June 28) 3.0 37.2 332 =. 208 124 14.9 1.5 20.8 465 368 97 14.5 
Brood-rearing 

(June 29—Aug.27) 1.8 19,3 208 169 39 4.7 0.8 9.5 368 333 35 5.2 
Post Brood-rearing 

(Aug. 28—Oct.15) 0.1 1.2 169 167 2 0.2 0.0 0.0 333 333 0 0.0 

20



portance of late winter mortality | banded roosters in Watonwan ity rates were calculated for the 
of adult hens was available. It | County, Minnesota prior to the population of hen pheasants at 

may simply be a function of the 1968 and 1970 hunting seasons. | Waterloo from sex and age data 

relatively small sample size Roughly, 25 percent of both the and for the radio-tagged sample 
(N=43). radioed and non-radioed cocks from exponential expansion of 

The importance of the snow were recovered, primarily 5-day mortality rates. Fatality 
cover period for juvenile mortal- through weekend bag checks. _ rates for the radio-equipped co- 
ity is aptly demonstrated in One of the conclusions of this hort were based on the histories 
Table 17. An average 5-day mor- report was that radio-tagged of 201 hen pheasants which pro- 
tality rate of 4.1 percent for the pheasants over 850 grams sur- vided a collection of 105 mor- 
juvenile cohort provided for a vived better than birds under _ tality records. 
seasonal loss rate of 42.1 per- 850 grams. Among the leg- Mean annual mortality for the 
cent. On an annual basis, 36.0 banded cohort, cocks over 793 population was 73.9 percent as 
percent of all losses occurred grams survived better than compared with 79.7 percent for 
during the period of snow cover. roosters under 793 grams. the radioed sample. General 
Juvenile mortality accelerated Stokes (1954:112) examined agreement of annual mortality 
again during the period of nest- survival of cocks and hens cap-___ rates between the population 
ing with a seasonal loss of 37.2 tured during the summer andre- and the radio-tagged sample 
percent. The loss rate applied to | covered at the hunting season. adds credibility to the subse- 
a relatively low population level | Median weights for both sexes quent analysis of mortality fac- 
and therefore accounted for only were determined daily during _ tors that is based exclusively on 
14.9 percent of annual loss. the trapping period. Birds were the sample. Among the radio- 

segregated above or below this tagged cohort, age differential 
weight and termed heavy or mortality existed with adults ex- | 

Age- and Weight-related light. Recovery of heavy cocks  periencing a 67.3 percent an- 

Mortality was 13 percent greater than nual mortality rate and Juveniles 
, . . light cocks. Likewise, heavy an 82.4 percent yearly loss. 

aoe pens ne ee win hens were recovered at a level  Fall-to-sprin g (October 1- 
September were 11 to 20 weeks 10 percent greater than light March 31) mortality for the hen 

of age. To determine if the older hens. Stokes speculated that population averaged 35.3 per- 

] ; ; food shortage, disease or con- cent in contrast to 57.8 percent 
juveniles were experiencing a ; 
lower mortality rate, 77 fall- genital weakness may have con- for the radio-tagged sample. 
tagged young were segregated tributed to poorer survival Mean Pring toe Cpr 1- 

into two groups, 11-15 weeks  @mong the smaller birds. September 30) loss tor the hen 
(39 birds) and 16-20 weeks (38 The conclusions of Hessler population was 57.5 percent and | 

; (1968) on survival advantage 44.8 percent for the radio-equip- 
birds). A comparison of mortal ; h A fall 
ity rates for the two groups be- for heavier birds did not concur ped ens. comparison of fall- 

tween October 1 and February 8 with those of Johnson (1971) to-spring with spring-to-fall 

(a date arbitrarily selected when and Stokes (1954). Based on — mortality rates for the hen popu---— 

80 percent of the sample was the release of 74 sub-adult radio- lation reveals the spring-to-fall 

lost to radio failure or mortality ) tagged pheasants (39 cocks, 35 segment to be the most impor- 

reveals comparable mortality: hens) that were monitored up to tant component of annual mor- 

63.2 percent for the 11-15 week 28 days, survival of hens below tality. The opposite pattern was 

class and 66.1 percent for the the median weight at release demonstrated by the radio- 

16-20 week group. was significantly better than fe- tagged cohort and was in agree- 

These same juvenile hens males above the median value. ment with the findings of Gates 

weighed between 695 and 1134 No survival advantage was (1971). 

grams. To determine if the awardee . lect meat en 
, ; ighter cocks. Hessler could offer 

higher rate of vetality. the 77 no explanation for the better sur- MORTALITY FACTORS 

individuals were divided above _ Vival of smaller hens; however, The main thrust of this in- 

or below the mean weight of 850 ‘it could be a function of the vestigation was to identify spe- 
erams. Roughly comparable small sample size. The findings cific causes of pheasant mortal- 
mortality rates of 69.2 percent  f Johnson (1971) and Hessler ity and to assess their relative 
and 61.8 percent were computed (1968) are based on the release importance on a seasonal and 
for under and over 850 grams, and subsequent recovery Of annual basis. The previous dis- 

respectively, for the period of ame farm birds and are not as_— cussion of mortality rates was 
October 1 to February 8. directly comparable with ours aS presented to provide a qualita- 

Johnson (1971) placed 393 Stokes (1954) who evaluated tive basis for analysis of data on 
mock radios on pen-reared cock  SUrVival of wild-trapped birds. mortality factors presented in 
pheasants to test the effects of this section. With the necessary 

a 28-gram transmitter on pheas- background information now 

ant survival. The radioed cocks Summary provided, we can proceed to a 
were released with 392 leg- Annual and seasonal mortal- _— discussion of the principal find- 21 

ings of this investigation.
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transmitter and remains were and handled with gloves prior to dividuals between April and 

found. This was not likely since use in this experiment. The birds June. Drop sites were revisited 

her remains were found within were deposited by approaching 1-11 days after depositing the 

a 20-acre area encompassed by to within 15 feet of the desired carcass. Twenty-one of the 71 

her movements since mid- location and tossing the carcass carcasses were checked within 

November and 34-1 mile from to the drop site. Some birds re- 3 days, and 13 were found to be 

the nearest highway. Death mained atop the vegetation missing, 8 were intact. Appar- 

caused by weather, disease, gun- while others fell through and ently, the large scavengers 

shot or a flight accident were were concealed by the plant ma- (those capable of carrying the 

also unlikely but not above sus- terial. An examination of the carcass away) on the Bowman 

picion. An element of doubt al- carcasses followed atrandomin- Study Area were encountering 

ways existed whenever cause-of- tervals commencing 2 days after the carcasses considerably soon- 

death determination was based deposit and continuing for 19 er than their counterparts at 

on “feeding site” evidence. days. On these subsequent ex- Waterloo. 

To gain an appreciation for aminations the birds were ap- | Grondahl (1958) reported 4 

the mechanics of scavenging, 49 proached to about 5 feet. Only cases of scavenging by beetles 

pheasant carcasses were placed _if the carcass was not intact was and a few other examples of par- 

throughout the study area in a further examination under- _ tially eaten carcasses where no 

various cover types. The most taken. Twenty-two carcasses attempt was made to identify 

important objectives of this test | were deposited in November, the species of scavenger. Scav- 

were to identify field sign char- 1970 and 27 in May and June, enging by mice, shrews, car- 

acteristic of scavenging and to 1971. The fall and spring sam- _ rion beetles, crows, weasels and 

document the time lapse be- ples were grouped for analysis. unidentified medium-sized mam- 
tween disposal and the onset of Of the 49 pheasant carcasses mals (opossum, skunk) was 

scavenging activity. This en- deposited on the study area, 29 documented in this investiga- 

deavor was undertaken during (59.2% ) were still intact after tion. The field sign left by these 

the fall of 1970 after scaveng- 3 days (Table 18). Ten addi- scavengers is very distinctive 

ing activity had not been spe- tional carcasses were disturbed from that observed at the re- 

cifically identified among 50 by rodents, insects, crows and mains of radio-tagged pheasants 

mortalities of radioed birds in- medium-sized mammals (skunk- | whose deaths were attributed to 

volving mammalian or avian opossum size). Therefore, only fox, hawks and owls. Scaveng- 

feeding on the remains. All 50 about 20 percent of the 49 car- ing by hawks and owls was not 

mortalities were believed to rep- casses were located by large reported among the carcasses 

resent true predation and not scavengers after 3 days in the that remained at the drop sites 

scavenging. A majority of these _ field. Roughly 85 percent of all and were partially consumed. 

cases involved an evaluation of mortalities to radio-tagged birds | However, scavenging by raptors 

evidence at a feeding site rather were discovered before three may have been represented 

than kill site. | days had lapsed since death. among the sample of birds that 
_ Virtually every carcass was — Grondahl (1958) placed 71 _ disappeared from the deposit 

placed in a different situation dead pheasants on a o-section Site. 

with respect to cover type and study area in Bowman County, Carcasses deposited along 

location within cover types. The North Dakota. The birds were ditchbanks, roadsides, and 

frozen carcasses were thawed placed in 11 groups of 3-10 in- _ fencelines were the first to be 

TABLE 18. Fates of 49 Pheasant Carcasses Placed Throughout the Study Area 

to Document the Mechanics of Scavenging 

a 

. 

Percent of Carcasses 

Day Carcass Condition of Carcass From Original 

Checked Sample Partially Consumed Sample Remaining 

After Disposal Size* Missing** Rodent/Insect Med.Mammal* Lg. Mammal Crow Intact Intact 

Third 49 8 3 6 2 1 29 59.2 

Sixth 33 6 10 5 1 2 9 18.4 

Ninth 11 1 2 2 0 2 4 8.2 
ee | 

*Sample size is number of intact and nearly intact carcasses remaining from previous period. 

**] ikely in most cases the carcass was carried off by a large scavenger (fox-dog). Human interference may be involved but was 

not detected in any of the cases. 

1Category includes skunk-opossum sized species. 
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discovered by the large scaveng- tice for mammalian predators to of leg bands ($2.00) and the 
ers. Whereas about 12 percent remove the transmitter from the _ transmitter ($3.00). Most land- 
of the carcasses were placed in _ bird and drop the unit most any- owners on the study area were 
strip cover in this investigation, | where. The extensive damage to aware of the reward system and 
roughly 56 percent of the dead __ the transmitter could have been were encouraged to examine 
pheasants were deposited in this caused by the impact of a vehi- pheasant carcasses encountered 
cover type by Grondahl (1958). cle or by a large predator or during routine farming activi- 
This may partially explain the scavenger; in either case it was __ ties. Despite this awareness, only 
higher rate of encounter of car- an unusual happening. The den- _ 4 residents provided information 
casses by large scavengers on tal acrylic resisted damage by on pheasant mortalities. These 
the Bowman Study Area. the agents of mortality in a vast cases involved death by highway 

Probably the most complex majority of cases. Indentation of _ traffic, hay mower, gunshot, and 
cause-of-death analysis which  thecrystal case appeared tohave _ predation. 
involved a distinction between been caused by chewing and Hunters recovered 8 radio- 
predation and scavenging evi- was the cause for radio failure. | equipped hens of which 4 were 
dence concerned the death of Therefore on August 29, when victims of gunshot, 2 were killed 
Hen 1. Her transmitter was acci- _ radio contact was lost with the _ by hunters’ dogs and 2 were lost 
dentally found along a town hen, the predator or scavenger _to predation. Two of the hens 
road on September 11, 1969 had already damaged the radio. that were killed by gunshot were 
after it had ceased functioning The bird was monitored as ac- returned by the hunters who 
on August 29. The radio was tive on the afternoon of August shot them, but in one of these 
badly damaged with portions of 28. If a factor other than preda- cases the hen had developed par- 
the dental acrylic broken off and _ tion caused death, the scavenger __ tial cock plumage. 
indentations evident on the crys- that fed on the carcass and dam- 
tal case. Tooth marks were aged the radio would had to , | 
found on tape on the transmitter have encountered the dead hen _— Relative Importance of the 
package and on the harness almost immediately. The investi- Mortality Factors 
wires. The antenna wire was _ gator believed predation was the 
kinked in two places 1% inches more probable mortality factor — Of the 105 hen mortalities in- 
apart. Harness wires were in- and August 29, the date on vestigated between April, 1968 
tact, and the knot used to join which it occurred. and September, 1971, 11 lacked 

them was still tied. Two small sufficient field sign for the de- 
back feathers were found stuck termination of cause-of-death. 
to the transmitter package. The Sources of Mortality Data Predation accounted for 80.8 
condition of the transmitter was percent of the remaining 94 
characteristic of that observed Mortality data on 105 radio- © mortalities that were classified - 
in examples of mammalian tagged hen pheasants came (Table 19). Relegated to lesser 

| predation. However, the trans- from 3 sources — project per- importance were deaths by gun- 
mitter was located on the road sonnel (93), hunters (8) and Shot (7.4%), hay mower 
and initial suspicion pointed to study area residents (4). Four (5.3% ), highway traffic 
highway traffic as the mortality | project personnel had occasion (2.1% ), hunters’ dog (2.1% ) 
factor followed by scavenging. to evaluate field evidence and and winter weather (2.1% ). 
The harness wires were intact determine cause-of-death. Ob- Gates (1971:679,726) has 
and the transmitter could only _ server bias inherent in the inter- identified and assessed relative 
have been removed from the pretation of field sign could only = importance to mortality factors 
bird by severing one or both of | be minimized. Evidence avail- operating on a pheasant popula- 
its wings. If the transmitter was able at the site of a mortality tion near Waupun. A compari- 
removed from the bird at the victim was collected and ex- _ son of the seasonal importance 
roadside, wing feathers should amined in the laboratory. Photo- of the various causes of death 
have been present. A search of | graphs were often taken of the between the Waupun and 
the roadside ditch in the im- mortality site but occasionally | Waterloo investigations can be 
mediate vicinity of the trans- only of the remains. Most mor- found in Table 20. Predation 
mitter revealed no other re-  talities were discussed among _ was identified by both studies to 
mains. If the hen were killed by _ the authors’ colleagues, and a __ be the most important mortality 
highway traffic, the scavenger consensus of opinion on the factor during the fall-to-spring 
would had to have carried the mortality factor usually resulted. period. However, predation was 
carcass elsewhere to remove the However, the ultimate determi- much more significant at Water- 
transmitter and then return it nation of the mortality factor loo where it accounted for 78.6 
to the road. It seemed equally fell on the person who discov- percent of all losses than at 

| logical that a predator could _ ered the dead bird and had first- | Waupun where it totalled only 
have killed the hen anywhere in hand account of the available 49.1 percent of fall-to-spring 
the vicinity of the road and sub- __ evidence. mortality. Deaths by illegal 
sequently dropped the radio on Rewards were paid to non- shooting at Waterloo and Wau- 

24 the road. It was common prac- project personnel for the return pun were 12.5 percent and 23.2



percent, respectively, ranking study area resident. These mis- a mortality factor although gape 
this factor second in importance ' cellaneous accidents likely ac- worm was noted among radio- | 
on both areas during the fall-to- | count for a small but as yet un- tagged birds. A few hens were | 
spring period. determined fraction of annual found dead with no apparent 

During the spring-to-fall peri- | mortality. cause-of-death. A necropsy of 
od, predation remained the most Disease was not identified as each of these intact carcasses 
important mortality factor at | 
Waterloo, while hay mowing , | 

was the leading cause of death 

ot ore owever ° cates TABLE 19. Mortality Factors of Radio-equipped Pheasant Hens, 

(1971:726) reported “unex- April 1968 to September 1971 
plained losses” in the spring 

alli 3 - 
tota lling . percent of all mor Cause of Death Number of Individuals Percent of ‘““Known” Causes of Death 
tality and indicated predation 
may have comprised a large 
share of these losses since Predation _ 76 80.8 

deaths due to agricultural oper- Mammalian 46 _ 48.9 

ations, highway traffic and mis- Avian 19 20.2 
? y : Undetermined 11 11.7 

cellaneous factors were not Other Causes 18 19.2 

grossly underestimated. None- Gunshot 7 7.4 

theless, only 18.2 percent of Hay mower 5 5.3 
. fall ] Ww Highway traffic 2 2.1 

spring-to-fall loss at Waupun Hunter’s dog* 2 21 
was attributed to predation as Winter weather 2 2.1 
compared with 84.2 percent at Unknown | 11 
Waterloo. Hay mowing ac- SS. $C 
counted for 13.2 percent and Total 105 100.0 

.2 percen ring-to-fall loss eee 
ve Wr. f ] t of a VW ° *The category “hunter’s dog” has been designated to represent mortalities of hen pheasants 

a a er10o an aupun, Ye- by dogs accompanying hunters in contrast to dogs hunting independently or in packs. This 

spectively. category includes hunters and dogs not residing on the study area. Examples of predation 
by local farm dogs or feral dogs have been categorized as mammalian predation. 

Annual Pattern of 

Mortality Factors 

The annual pattern of mortal- 
ity factors shows predation to be TABLE 20. Percentage Comparison of the Relative Importance of the Various 

important throughout the year Mortality Factors of Hen Pheasants Between the Waupun and Waterloo Study Areas 

____(Fig. 3). It-was the only identi- |. _______ During the Fall-to-Spring and Spring-to-Fall Periods* 
fied cause-of-death for the brood- I 

rearing, post brood-rearing and Fall-to-Spring Period Spring-toFall Period 
late winter periods. Certainly, Cause of Death Waupun** Waterloo Waupun Waterloo 

highway traffic takes birds dur- ee 
ing these seasons, but death by Predation 49.1 78.6 18.2 84.2 

this factor for the radio-tagged rea shooting, 234 12.5 
egal shooting . 

sampe ods. only reported for Highway traffic 16.9 1.8 15.1 2.6 
the periods of snow cover and Hay mower 52.2 13.2 

nesting. Likewise, hay mowing Other farm machinery 0.2 9.9 
mortality must occur during the Winter weather 2.0 3.6 
brood-rearing period, yet it was Miscellaneous 4-1 3.6 4.6 
not documented among the ra- TO 
dioed cohort in this study Seasonal Mortality Rate 51.6 57.8 50.0 44.8 

One might question whether *Fall-to-spring refers to October 1 to May 1 for Waupun data and October 1 to March 31 for 

all of the mortality factors were Waterloo statistics. Spring-to-fall refers to May 1 to October 1 for Waupun data and April 1 

identified. Gates ( 1971 ); Ran- to September 30 for Waterloo statistics. 

dall (1940), Wagner et al. “Tes 49712726) 

(1965) and others have re- F f W , Study A Iculated f hor’s table (Gates 1971:726) t . igures for Waupun Study Area recalculated from author’s table (Gates : O 

ported posses to farm machinery exclude “unexplained” category. Gates indicated only predation could have comprised an 

other t an ay mowers, to rau- appreciable fraction of the unexplained total since hens lost to agricultural operations, 

road trains and to miscellaneous highway traffic and miscellaneous factors were not believed to be grossly under-estimated. 

types of flight accidents. Flight The unexplained losses constituted 35.2 percent of all mortalities during this period and 

accidents among untagged birds could conceivably have altered significantly the relative importance of predation. 

were observed at Waterloo. Also 2Gates (1971) reported legal harvest of hens at licensed shooting preserves at Waupun. 

hen mortality due to pea-picking 3Miscellaneous category includes hens killed by farm dogs and in flight accidents. 

machinery was reported by a



failed to identify a serious dis- of attack and feeding habits of 214 pheasant kills found be- 
ease among any of them. Shick the major avian and mammalian _ tween January, 1940 and Janu- 
(1952:71) reported no evidence _ predators in the Pacific North- ary, 1942 on the Prairie Farm in 
of any disease including coccidi- _ west including the great horned Saginaw County, Michigan. This — 
osis or gape worm among pheas- _ owl, the red-tailed hawk, the red sample was composed of both 
ants in a 3-year study on the fox, and the house cat which are partially and fully grown birds 
Prairie Farm in Michigan. commonly found at Waterloo. of both sexes. Statistics cited 
Stokes (1954:102) found no Integrated with the interpreta- previously from the Waupun 
sickly birds in 3 years of trap- tions of Einarsen were the ex- and Waterloo studies refer ex- 
ping on Pelee Island where pre- _periences in evaluating field  clusively to fully grown hens. 
hunt pheasant density exceeded sign by J. M. Gates, F. N. On the Prairie Farm, raptors ac- 

| _ 2,300 birds per section. Hamerstrom, Jr. and Frances counted for 38 percent of annual 
Hamerstrom, all formerly of the predation as compared with 36 
Wisconsin Department of Natu- percent for mammals. The im- 

Predation ral Resources, and T. H. Nich- portance of avian predation was 
7 olls, North Central Forest Ex- due primarily to the impact of 
In public discussions of wild- _ periment Station, St. Paul, Min- | marsh hawks on young pheas- 

life, no topic is more controver- _nesota. ants. Shick found that crows 
sial than predator-prey relation- The distinction between mam- often located dead birds before © 
ships. The subject is often malian and avian predation was __the investigators and disguised 
discussed with more emotion moderately easy, but within the true mortality factor. There- 
than biological facts. Numerous these categories species desig- fore, 25 percent of suspected 
special-interest groups surround nation was considerably more predation at the Prairie Farm 
the controversy. One faction ar- difficult. Chewed transmitter went unclassified as to a cate- 
gues for complete protection of packages or feathers regularly gory of predation. | 
the predators on the premise of provided for the distinction be- 
their esthetic and “balance of tween mammalian and avian Mammalian Predation | 
nature” values. Another seg- predation in cases where little . . 
ment, near the opposite end of _ other evidence was found. Mam- Mammalian predation ac- 
the spectrum, argues that pred- mals generally consumed flesh COUNted for 48.9 percent of an- 
ators must be eliminated so the and bones, whereas r aptors nual mortality and represented 
more “favored” wildlife can be stripped meat from the bones ‘He single most important deci- 
fostered for man’s enjoyment. leaving most of the skeleton,  ™éting factor. Within the cate- 
Obviously neither view is totally | Numerous descriptions of pheas- 8°. of mammalian predation, 
acceptable, but where between ant remains will be integrated SPeCies designation was only 
these divergent opinions is the nto the subsequent discussion possible m 20 of the 46 cases 
compromise to be made? Future of predation to illustrate the 0C” file. The field ston present at 
research should clarify this enig- —_ various feeding patterns ob- the site of mammalian predation 
ma. The intent of this section is _ served in this investigation. varied from a few feathers to a 
not to proclaim predator control Gates (1971:683) classified portion of the Carcass with 
or protection but to simply add 194 cases of winter predation ‘@cks or other incriminating 
a small increment to our knowl- from 7 years of study at Wau- evidence (Table 21). In 16 of 
edge of predator-prey relation- pun. Avian predators accounted the 46 cases (34.8% ) only A 
ships. The influence of weather for 49 percent of winter losses few feathers were found with 
on predation, particularly during while mammalian counterparts the transmitter. The site at 
the winter and spring, will be took 34 percent. However, Gates Which meager remains such as 
explored as will the relationship _ suspected that the proportion al- this were found usually repre- 
of pheasant nesting on levels of _lotted to raptors was overesti- sented neither a kill nor a feed- 
predation. Predator-prey ratios mated since kill remains were ("8 location. Instead, it repre- 
and the impact of various pred- __ less often cached or carried off, S¢mted an intermediate point 
ators on pheasant abundance and therefore were more likely where the predator stopped to 
will also be discussed. encountered in the field. At intentionally remove the trans- 

Predation was determined as Waterloo, avian predation ac- mitter. The remains of Hen 49 
the cause-of-death in 76 mortal- celerated during the period of re typical of mortalities in this 

ities of radio-equipped hens, in- snow cover but did not surpass classification. 
cluding 46 (60.5% ) attributable mammalian predation in impor- 
to mammalian predators, 19 tance. Avian and mammalian Hen 49 was associated with ee ca- 

(25.0% ) to avian predators and predators accounted for 36 and 22", Sassbrush marsh complex on 11 (14.5% ) unclassified (Table 48 percent, respectively, of win- November 14, 1968. Numerous feath- 
19). A publication by Einarsen ter losses to predation. In both _ ers and the right wing were the only : 
(1956) formed a partial basis investigations 16 percent of win- | Yemains found with the transmitter 
for interpretation of field sign ter predation was classified “un- nets tdwoo ao hh snack eye 
among losses to predation. determined predator”. tem was intact, the carcass apparent- 

26 Einarsen described the manner Shick (1952:72) classified ly removed by severing the right wing
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TABLE 21. Some Evidence Present at the Site of Mammalian Predation 
ee A 

Category of Mammalian Predation 

Large Unknown 

Evidence with Transmitter Fox Mammal Mammal Dog’ Raccoon Mink TOTAL 

a 

Feathers (usually breast and/or wing) 1 15 16 

Feathers, bones and some flesh 2 1 3 

Feathers and tracks 3 2 5 
Fair portion of carcass 2 2 
Portion of carcass and tracks 3 1 1 5 
Portion of carcass cached 4 1 1 6 
Portion of carcass cached and tracks 5 5 

Portion of carcass at den 1 1 1 3 

Carcass observed in possession of predator 1 1 

ee 

TOTAL 16 7 19 2 1 1 46 

a



| and sipping fhe transmitter over the — graves as typified by the mortal- Feeding patterns and methods 
5. _ ity histories of Hens 146 and of caching the remains described 

~ 253. in the two cases above were typi- 
In the case of Hen 49, the en- | -al h les j ae 

tire wing was found with the cal of other examples in this & what Hen 146 was associated with the category. 
transmitter. More often the moderately farmed Draeger area prior The category “large mam- 
fleshy portion of the wing was to her death on December 16, 1969. mals” desionated to include 
consumed leaving only the pri- The carcass was found buried under was S gn O melu 

4 inches of snow in the center of a cases where either dog or fox 
mary and occasionally secondary ; flicht feathers with th plowed field. Most of the flesh was predation was involved (Table 

int reathers wi € trans- = consumed from the breast; the head 91). Tracks were present at 3 of 
mitter, No tooth marks were evi- and right leg were missing. Tooth 7 examples in this category. but 
dent on the harness or transmit- marks were evident on the harness he ch Pies MUMS Category, 
ter tape in the case of Hen 49 and antenna cover. Fox tracks were the Characteristic pad impres- 
This was t ical, but chewin of present at the cache site. Apparently sions of the two species were not 

the harness, did occur as in . he the fox proceeded directly to the bur- _— distinguishable. This often hap- 
AY as ial site from the field border and re- pened in snow as exemplified by 

case of Hen 213. turned by the same route. He did not th tality hist ¢ Hen 201 
meander in search of the site to © MOrtalty AUStOLy OF Ten 201 

Hen 213 was associated with the cache the remains. | (described page 22). In that 
Abendroth Marsh prior to her death | Case, a scat was present in addi- 
on March 29, 1971. A few breast Hen 253 was thought to be egg-lay- tion to the tracks and a fox was 

feathers and wing coverts were found ae on fhe edge of the praeger Wooe implicated as the mortality fac- 
with the extensively chewed trans- ot in the southwest unit prior to her tor. Similar incrimi i i . 1 1 >V1- 
mitter in a 35-acre cornfield. The death on May 8, 1971. She had been nat ne nd wa ; dence was not present in the | corn remained unpicked from last visiting a site along the east edge of . 

year and provided a food source for the woonot for about 3 days, but a case of Hen 153. 
about 80 pheasants during the win- nest bowl was not found. The car- 
ter. Numerous tooth marks were evi- cass, about 50 percent consumed, Hen 153 was associated with the 
dent on the harness, and it was sev- was found freshly cached in a grain Klecker Shrub Carr prior to her death 

was stripped of its protective cover nest site. The left leg, head, viscera during a period of severe weather 

and kinked at 4 sites. and most of the ree and right wing when temperatures dropped to —15 
were missing. Flesh was removed F and snow depths averaged 16 inch- 

It remains unknown if Hen from the vient leg, left wing and a es. The carcass was cached in a 

213’s transmitter was removed evident ‘i the neues lanted ‘oats snow-covered cornfield adjacent to in the newly planted oats shrub carr. Tracks at the burial site 
elsewhere and carried to this site field. Adjacent to the new seeding —_ were fox-size but dusted with a fresh 
with a mouthful of feathers or was a payiield and bordering both layer of snow. The characteristic pad 
if the transmitter was actually as a brushy cattle lane. The fox impression of the fox could not be 

carried the carcass along the oats-hay d . ; | etected. Nearby fresh fox tracks and 
removed at this site and all edge until he was 15 feet from the urine were found. 
fleshy portions carried off. In — cattle lane at which time he pro- 

: ceeded 10 feet into the new seedin < the case of Hen 1, discussed and cached th g The category “unknown mam- 
earlier, the transmitter was 27° cached the remains under 3 > thought to have been dropped by inches of dirt. mal” accounted for 41.3 percent 

of loss attributed to mammalian 
the predator along the road 1 predation and included a large 
were it val eventuary ounce’ Most of the flesh was missing share of the examples where 
512 4 d He, . “ll be O ved in the examples of fox predation little evidence was available 

n n 1 wi analyze h , ! ~ Where the carcass was cached. Table 21). The mortality his- 
in the section covering unclassi- ( ) y 

fied predation. 

PIL Ms Le SINT N LT LOT OO OOS 

PIE REMAN WR OLENA RY AAO OAR OT RO PT AE TRUE VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF MAM- IS AAA io LMT Oe iy Bee z De GP ORO GTO RRR, 4 

MALIAN PREDATION. Species de- Fa Ree 5 
; : . IATL SIN PUP II hy Tt Mil LA TOOL LILI FED 

termination was only possible Be ; He oe ie Or a Ba ee EEN RN, 
when a portion of the carcass or Savile Saas coma Pea eieencreas Mier ce ae ; DLT aS a af. YE Be OT ED LPR 
incriminating evidence such as Bet ti em OS ie .Y, Pa Ve es Bonnar eee 
tracks or scats were present. The Poy cy) ee ¢Z, ee Me . (IEEE ES LIBS 

RES, Vette es Le > BaF a EAT onl AY YP VL ory impli LL OTTO ) ae aro AR ON OY fox was implicated in 16 of the RAH AIs HAGA | MN LEDS MMR ALLE EET 
46 cases (34.8% ) of mammal- LET} pt Bis ee, Ss Mercier ard 
i i TILER M Lol Sey LITTLEST a eS ed a BacA io ea ian predation (Table 21). In 9 PMR TOMER ig Poly / , RY 
of these examples the carcass Pen oe Bsa hiss | bP Rees 

oo id if IN OTITIS ‘ Fy Ashi ed ; oe 6 , . ; = ea 2 iy 

was cached. Sargeant (pers TURUNEN MUR LNY ENG sae , Sante Bry 
TSN OT ILE PIAS) © OES Ae a Pe XS 

Ary sé iui ¥ Ady. TT ES SIS ae Ped: is 3 og ne rer ey oy oe ‘ 

comm.) has demonstrated that BT Ra RRO EEL TOS, “eee Pe oe a 
: ORIN ATE ILL EYL) Se ae ReeeRcNy Leva Ley 

fox will rarely waste a kill, and FRI RII, MO aglhr we eee SER eae 

h We eH TOTES TROON RIL) ML ae RL SORA PON RIERA if flesh remains on the carcass  2ORARUAMETRSM RATA Ay Se! iy aM oo UVES Tn ara 
after h is satisfied the kill ‘oz ORE aaa 

r hunger is satisnied the RR HM NS Gia OLE Serge PRR eR TER 
will be cached. Carcasses were LILES LPOLELLAT SN CPLA LD ALE PLL UR ILLS AAPM LIOORY OTE OORT CR 

28 stored in earthen and snow Extensively chewed transmitter similar to that described for Hen 213
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eA we ie mea oe Fe cats were implicated in cases of 
hi Ware Agee Re ee A ee = nest abandonment at Waterloo 
p ON ee ee gp MP inly th individual cat 
- hs Vi ee a0 000l Ke eee tainly there were individual cats 
2 Uae Sa 0ClU. ee ee capable of killing mature pheas- 
i, Sf cee mm, Meg ants at Waterloo, and other in- 

a ee eg eee) mee mee fully grown birds. Hubbs (1951) 
re NP IN gp 4 are. ee eee = {ound 32 pheasants in 31 of 184 

CaN: eee | 208 ee! = 33 pheasants were mature birds, 
ee << Se © ieee ee ae ee eee i. za eelc irr CC aA" 

ee WAC Gen eee ee my Nd A majority of these were 
a BR uw WA \Al a Ca ee Cnn, Al Vo Te adult hens. Einarsen (1942) 

Portion of the carcass of Hen 136 found in the crotch identified 10 mature birds and 
of a willow tree 7 feet above the ground: raccoon predation. one immature bird in a sample | | | of 21 pheasants found in cat 

| stomachs during an investiga- 
tion of 2 drainage ditches. Dens were tablish an “unknown mammal” tion in Washington. Hubbs 
eae acer the tree and along the — Category but instead he classi- (1951) noted that of the 33 

fied all predations and distin- pheasants, 28 birds were lost 
Hen 217 was associated with the guished them as “red fox” and between April and September. 
Kerl-Killian Shrub Carr prior to her “possibly red fox” or “dog” and Most of these losses occurred 
death on December 12, 1970. The hen “possibly dog”, etc. In this report, | during the peak period of nest- 
was alive prior to the blizzard of — the two classifications for each ing. Pearce (1945) labeled the 
December 11 which dropped 16 inch- — identified mammalian predator cat an important predator of 
es of snow on the study area. Numer- . _. . : 
ous feathers, intestinal waste, one will be grouped when citing _ nesting hens in the northeastern 
leg band and the transmitter were Shick’s data. Gates (1971:683) states and Leedy and Hicks 
found in a ditchbank den on Decem- was unable to classify 18 of 66 (1945) concurred, indicating 
ber 16. The den was located in a losses (27.3% ) as tothe type of _ that “all evidence indicates that 
spoil bank adjacent to a large block . . : » 
of shrub carr. The entrance meas- mammalian predation at Wau- these domestic predators” ... 
ured 3-4 inches and the tunnel to the pun as compared with 19 of 46 cats and dogs ... “are respon- 

cavity containing the remains was 24 mortalities (41.3% ) at Water- — sible for losses far more impor- 
inches long and dropped 18 inches _go, tant than those due to natural 
below ground level. Two tunnels ex- Shick (1952:72) and Gates predators.” 
tended further down from the cavity. : Se : 
Likely, portions of the carcass were (1971:683) incriminated dogs Shick (1952:72) and Gates 
carried further into the den complex, in 2 of 78 and 3 of 66 losses, (1971:683) both identified 
but excavation did not extend beyond respectively, to mammalian losses due to mink and weasel 
the first cavity. The mink was impli- predators. At the Prairie Farm, but considered them insignifi- 
cated based on the size of the den, . . oo 
since no tracks or other remains roaming dogs were considered cant. At the Prairie Farm, 3 
could be found. more important as agents caus- mink and 1 weasel were repre- 

ing nest abandonment than ac- sented among the 78 losses to 
Other investigations in Wis- tual predators of adult birds, mammalian predators. No men- 

consin and Michigan have found although one adult cock was tion was made, however, if the 
the same distribution of relative killed by a dog, and reports of ' pheasants lost to these mustelids 

importance among the various several young lost to dogs were — were partially or fully grown. At 
mammalian predators as was’ registered. At Waupun and  Waupun, 2 mature hens were 
observed at Waterloo. At Wau- Waterloo the importance of free- lost, one each to mink and wea- 
pun, Gates (1971:683) impli- roaming dogs was similar, ex- sel. The mink is a formidable 
cated fox in 43 of 66 losses cept both of these investigations | predator and certainly capable 
(65.1% ) attributed to mammal- reported losses of nesting hens _ Of killing mature pheasants, but 
ian predation. Similarly Shick to dogs. At Waterloo, the dog apparently are not common 
(1952:72) determined fox to be — ranked behind the fox and great enough at Waterloo or elsewhere 
responsible for 65 of 78 mortal- horned owl in importance as a to be of much significance to 
ities (83.3% ) ascribed to mam- predator of fully grown birds. pheasants. 
malian predators at the Prairie The cat was not specifically Raccoon predation of fully 
Farm. However, 12 of the 65 identified as a predator of ma- grown pheasants was not re- 
mortalities were categorized as ture pheasants at the Prairie ported by Gates or Shick, al- 

30 “possibly fox”. Shick did not es- Farm, Waupun or Waterloo. though at the Prairie Farm they



were common and suspected 
capable of taking at least juve- BSSSjMINK [EEE|]UNKNOWN MAMMAL 

nile birds. a (MMRAccoon = [__]LARGE MAMMAL 
= | 7 

ANNUAL PATTERN OF Mam- | ZAD0G ESESIFOX | 

MALIAN PREDATION. Mammal- 2“ | 

ian predation was most impor-_ |e Wj) 
tant during the period of snow S 
cover and the fox was implicated o 3 PU HEISESEEE | 

in about 64 percent of these SS. OO 
losses during that period (Fig. 6 come === § Q¢¢s 

cover, when incriminating evi- S ae eee ESE 

dence, particularly tracks, were eet CW 
of mammalian pr eC d a ti On Was POST aa ee ese see eT POST BROOD -REARING 

comparable during the late winh- (AUG. 28-OCT. 15) (OCT. I6-DEC. 14) (DEC.I5-FEB.18) (FEB19-APR. 14) (APR. I5-JUNE 28) (JUNE 29-AUG. 27) (AUG. 28- OCT. IS) 

ter and nesting periods and 75 PERIODS 

percent of that occurring during = Fygure 4. Annual pattern of mammalian predation. 
the snow cover period. Likewise, 
the rate of loss during the hunt- 
ing period was roughly 75 per- 
cent of that occurring during domestic cats were common. Of use a number of dens in their 

the late winter and nesting per- _lesser importance to fully grown territory during the pup-rearing 

iods. The classification “un- birds were the mink, raccoon period. Therefore, all traditional 

known mammal” was required and badger. With this represen- and potential den sites on a par- 

for 40-70 percent of the losses tation of mammals on the study _ ticular unit of the study area were 

during the hunting, late winter area, species determination was _ surveyed on a single day to mini- 

and nesting periods. The brood- _ often difficult. Since the fox and mize counting the same fox fam- 

rearing and post brood-rearing dog were implicated either spe- ily twice. Although the distribu- 

periods were of least significance _ cifically or as a group (“large tion of active dens was widely 
in the annual pattern of mam- mammal”) in 92.6 percent of | spaced (closest active dens 1% 

_ malian predation. classified losses to mammalian mile apart) duplication of fam- 

At the Prairie Farm, Shick predation, further discussion ily units was possible. Nonethe- 
_...(1952:75). concluded_the_im- will concentrate on these two __less, considering the superficial —__ 

pact of fox on the pheasant pop- species. | nature of the inventory the num- 

ulation was greatest during the To obtain estimates of spring ber of active dens must be con- 

spring season. During the sum- and fall fox populations, a sidered minimal. Also, the fox 

mer, both juvenile and adult spring inventory of active dens, estimate, calculated by doubling 
birds were lost to fox, and juve- a winter fox harvest survey and _ the den count, does not account 
nile birds to dogs and cats. Little a winter track count survey were for unmated animals and like- 

mention was made of the im-_ initiated in 1969. Frank and wise must be considered a mini- 

portance of these species during | Woehler (unpubl.) estimated a mum figure. A spring den survey 

the winter months. Gates (1972: spring density of 1.1 fox per sec- in 1970 was even less compre- 
682, 729) stressed the impor- tion from a partial count of ac- _ hensive but revealed some of the 

tance of mammalian predation _ tive dens on the Waterloo Study _—_ dens occupied in 1969 to be va- 
during the periods of snow cover Area in 1966. An inventory of cant in 1970. Gates (1971:687) 

and nesting at Waupun. These active dens in 1969 provided a _ obtained a density of 1.0 fox per 

findings were substantiated by — density figure of 1.0 fox per sec- section in the spring for the 

the Waterloo investigation. tion with 12 dens discovered on | Waupun Area by expanding den 
24 sections. This estimate pre- survey results from nesting 

POPULATIONS OF MAMMA-  sumes 2 adult fox per den. The study areas within the larger 

TIAN PrepaTors. Nearly all of active dens were discovered by unit. 

tne mammalian predators found a survey of traditional denning The winter track counts pro- 
in Wisconsin were represented sites and a cursory examination _ vided a relative index to the fox 
to some degree on the Waterloo of potential denning locations. population from year to year. 

Study Area. Representing the In addition to the 12 active dens, Six transects were laid out in 

Canidae were the red fox and 11 dormant or little-used dens the manner described by Gates 

domestic dog which were abun- _ were located on the 24-section (1971:688) and run during the 

dant, and the gray fox and coy- _— area. Sargeant (1972) has dem- _—- winters 1969-70 and 1970-71. 

ote which were rare. Feral and _ onstrated that a fox family will | Fox tracks were encountered at 31



a rate of 4.2 and 4.6 track inter- tion calculated by the above pro- (2) the persistence of undigesti- | 
ceptions per mile in 1969-70 and cedure and the respective winter ble pheasant remains in the 
1970-71, respectively. These track survey. He concluded the — stomach before a comparison is 
values averaged higher (x=4.4 procedure provided a conserva- made with fox food habits find- 
track interceptions per mile) tive estimate of the early winter _ings (Pils 1965). Hypothetically, 
than the mean 2.4 track en- fox population. if the 51 fox on the study area 
counters per mile calculated for In summary, spring and fall were removed on a particular 
Waupun by Gates (1971:689). fox population estimates were winter day, roughly 5 percent of 

Most of the fox hunting at 1.0 and 3.1 red fox per section, their stomachs would contain 
Waterloo occurred from Decem- respectively or 25 and 77 fox, pheasant remains. Besadny 
ber through March, although a age and sex classes combined (1966) reported an average of 9 
few animals were taken in the for the study area. A mid-winter percent of fox stomachs with 
fall incidental to pheasant hunt- fox population of 51 animals pheasant remains for southeast- 
ing. Furthermore, a vast major- can be presumed based on the’ ern Wisconsin. His sample of 
ity of fox were shot by 2 groups mean of the spring and fall esti- 1180 stomachs were collected 

_ Of resident hunters, each com- mates. during winter periods between 
prised of about 7 members. Dur- The number of dogs regularly 1955 and 1965. Although our 
ing the winters of 1968-69, or intermittently residing at figure of 5 percent applies only 
1969-70 and 1970-71, 88, 70 each farmstead on the study _ to the hen segment of the popu- 
and 60 fox were removed by area was tallied. A density of 7 lation, our reported levels of fox 
these hunters from 35 sections dogs per section was computed, exploitation of the pheasant 
encompassing the study area. It and it was estimated that at population seems consistent 
was estimated that an average _ least half of these dogs were with previous food habits inves- 
of 52 of these fox were removed free-roaming. In addition, there _ tigations in Wisconsin. 
from the study area proper (25 was an indeterminate number 
sections ). Gates (1971:689) de- of feral dogs on the study area. . 
termined that an average of 17 The annual peak in the fox Avian Predation - fox were removed from the Wau- _ population was estimated at only Avian predation accounted for pun Study Area (42 sections). 3.1 animals per section so by 20.2 percent of all losses and 
Thus, a heavier harvest is indi- | numbers alone the dog cannot represented the second most im- 
cated for Waterloo with 2.1 fox be disregarded as a detriment to portant mortality factor on an 
shot per section as compared pheasants. The chance killing of | annual basis. Field sign at a rap- 
with 0.33 for Waupun. a mature bird may not, however, tor kill varied from a feather 

Gates (1°71:689) calculated be as important an impact as _ pile and whitewash to 3 cases 
a fall fox population for Wau- the disruption of nesting activi- where the predator was flushed 
pun by adding to the spring ties. Roaming dogs were also ob- from a freshly killed pheasant 
population that increment lost served scattering birds during (Table 23). Whereas nearly all during the winter to hunting. the critical winter period and mammalian kills were moved Using this same procedure, a may indirectly have accelerated from the kill site to a feeding 
fall population of 77 fox (25 mortality at this time. site, the reverse was true for 
fox + 52 fox) or 3.1 fox per raptor kills. In 15 of the 19 cases 
section was calculated for IMPACT OF FOX ON THE _ of avian predation the pheasant 
Waterloo. This compares with a PHEASANT POPULATION. To carcass was believed to be at the 
fall density of 1.2 fox per sec- measure the impact of fox on _ kill site. Two pheasant remains 
tion for Waupun. The apparent the Waterloo pheasant popula- were found in trees, one 16 feet 
greater abundance of fox at tion, mortality rates and pheas- high in an oak tree used as a 
Waterloo during the early win- ant population estimates, previ- great horned owl feeding site 
ter is reflected in the higher ously reported, were used to cal- and another 25 feet high in a 
track counts there than at Wau- culate the number of birds lost vine-covered cherry tree used as 
pun. This method of computing to fox predation from October 1 a red-tailed hawk feeding site. 
fall density does not account for to April 1 (Table 22). Fox ac- It was common for mammalian 
the percentage of fox shot on counted for 251 hens lost from predators to pause at an inter- 
the study area that moved in a fall population of 859 birds. mediate point between the kill 
from adjacent areas over the To obtain a crude estimate of site and feeding site to inten- 
winter to occupy the vacated incidence of pheasant remains tionally remove the transmitter. 
territories of harvested animals. in fox stomachs the number of Among the cases of avian pred- 
Inflated fall estimates would re- hens lost daily (1.38) was di- ation, only one carcass appeared 
Sult were it not for the fact that vided by the average winter fox to be at neither a feeding nor a 
the kill figures and spring esti- _ population on the study area (51 _—ikill_ site. In this example, the 
mates used to compute the fall animals). The resultant figure partially consumed carcass was 
density were, as previously men- of 2.7 percent should, however, found in a flooded sedge mead- 
tioned, minimum values. Gates be at least doubled to compen- ow with no characteristic 
demonstrated good agreement __ sate for (1) the occurrence of 2__ plucked feathers or bits of flesh 

32 between the annual fox popula- — or more meals from one kill and _ usually associated with raptor



TABLE 22. An Estimate of the Incidence of Pheasant Hen Remains in Fox Stomachs | 

Based on Rates of Loss of Radio-tagged Birds to Fox Predation 
During the Fall-to-Spring Study Period 

Mortality rate for hen pheasants Oct. 1 to April 1 (Table 12) 22... 2 ee ee ee ee ee STB 

Oct. 1 hen population estimate (Table 7) Cee we ee ee ee ewe ee ee we eee BSI 

Calculated April 1 hen population... 6... ee ce ee eee ete es 362 

Total hens lost from Oct. 1 toAprill. . 2. ee ee ee et ee ee ADT 

Percent of total losses due to mammalian predation Oct.1 to April1* ........0-2-+++--+2- 63.1 

Percent of losses to mammalian predation due to fox predation (Table 21)**...........++..- 80.0 

Percent of total losses due to fox predation -. 0... 0c eee ee eee eee ee ee ee eee SOS 

Total hens lost to fox predation Oct. 1 to April] 2.2. fe ee cee ee ee eee ee ee eee DSI 

Number of days Oct. 1 toAprill 2... ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 182 

Number of hens lost each day to fox predation .. 2... ee ee ee ee ee eee 138 

Number of fox on Waterloo Study Area (25 sections) Oct. 1 to April 11 we ewe eee re ee eee OL 

Percent of fox stomachs with hen pheasant remains, single meal evident instomachl day ..... 2.7 

*[ncludes fall-to-spring mortality classified as mammalian predation as well as proportional share of 

“undetermined predation”. This presumes that mammalian and avian predators are represented in the 

same ratio among the unclassified losses to predation as they are in the identified cases. 

**Represents percentage of fox predation among cases of mammalian predation classified to species 

(16 of 20). 
1 Represents an average of the fall (77) and spring (25) fox population estimates. 

TABLE 23. Some Evidence Present at the Site of Avian Predation 

Evidence with Transmitter Hawk Owl Undetermined 

and Partially Consumed Carcass Red-tailed Unidentified Buteo (Great-horned) Raptor 

~ Small amount of flesh removed from head and neck 1 

Moderate amount of flesh removed 3 

_ |_____ Majority of flesh removed: whitewash not present eeeeseseses—s—<“—sS ee 
whitewash present 4 

pellets present 2 
femoral bone broken 4 

Raptor flushed from carcass 2 1 

2 1 6 10 

kills. It was suspected the kill the 19 cases on file (Table 23). were missing. The carcass was lo- 
; . cated atop a 25-foot vine-covered 

and feeding occurred elsewhere Two red-tailed hawks and anun- cherry tree. An adult red-tailed hawk 
and the carcass was dropped at identified Buteo were flushed was flushed from the carcass when 
this site. The head and neck from freshly made kills. One of — the mortality was investigated. Very 

were missing, and 30 percent of | these cases involved the previ- few feathers ane no whitewash were 
. . . . u O elow e tree. e 

the flesh was stripped from the ously described situation where cherry tree was thought to represent 

sternum. The legs and wings the carcass was found in a tree. a secondary feeding site. Feathers 

were intact, except that some and the sternum were probably left 
at the initial feeding site which was 

feathers had been plucked from Hen 165 had recently lost her second likely also the kill * ite The trans- 

m1. nest In a hayfield near the Weber mitter remained attached to the pec- 
Shrub Carr unit prior to her death on toral girdle by a thread of flesh. 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF quy 3, 1970. wre legs ane peer 
girdle were mostly stripped o es . . 

VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF AVIAN and attached by skin to a portion of In only one case involving 

PREDATION. The species of rap- the pectoral girdle and the wings. predation was a natural injury 

tor was only identified in 8 of | The sternum, viscera, head and neck to a bird detected prior to the 33



individual’s death. It has long perch, implicated the horned Great horned owl pellets were 
been established that predators owl in 4 cases. The mortality found at 2 raptor kills. Both situ- 
cull sick and injured prey from __ history of Hen 85 is representa- ations involved aboreal feeding 
a population. Predators are op- tive of owl kills where heavy _ sites used by this species. Only a 
portunists; in this investigation bones have been severed. few feathers were found with 
and others they have been ob- Hen 85 ‘ated with the Land the transmitter in both cases. 
served testing prey in an effort <°" retired cropland. fields and adj » Ten of the 19 examples of 
to detect an easy kill. However, cent marsh prior to her death on avian predation remained un- 
considering the total number of January 17, 1969. The legs, pelvic classified. In cases where the 
pheasant deaths attributed to girdle and most of the thoracic verte- raptor was flushed from the kill 
predation and the apparent low OEE ee ate empletely Stripped or incriminating evidence such 
incidence of diseased and in- —g inches of snow in willow brush. 2S pellets were present to impli- 
jured birds in the population the The tibio-tarsus of the left leg was Cate either the great horned owl 
predator must work hard for __ broken. Feathers were scattered in a _ or red-tailed hawk, it was appar- 
most kills. The example of pred- 3 foot cree. The renee aamness ent the owl consumed more 

° oe ° ° an n r * ation on an injured bird also in- Antenna wire was kinked in2 places feathers with flesh than the 
volved a situation where the rap- 5/16 inch apart. The bent antenna hawk and left fewer feathers 
tor was flushed from the kill. could have been caused by the rap- scattered around the carcass. 

tor’s beak. During this same period a Based on a meager amount of 
Hen 56 was associated with the Breet nee te rile Coenen feathers associated with a feed- 

_ Klecker Shrub Carr unit prior to her site. ing site, at least 2 kills in the 
death on February 7, 1969. On Febru- 
ary 5 this hen was routinely flushed 
to determine her status. Her flight 

| Was excellent but her left leg was Be “mms es FI E SESE ase cc aPC e Sag ml m moe om gi! oi 

hanging slightly. On February 7 at (#2 8 \ 6) 2 rX Fa 
1340 an unidentified Buteo flushed (WM 2. 8 8  '<y wife, 2 en 

approached to confirm the injury. Gre : we" i$=—= sara A 7 ao oo > 
The kill had just been made and the YW, te gla | 7 
hawk had removed feathers and con- NA pe iI ale 4 ew , 4 Lo. ae 
sumed some flesh from the neck and = Nt 7 oe Be ee ee) <P hte lg 
breast. The skin on the upper portion wg Ja GG AY gS i 
muscle a yellowish-brown, The injury; AMS SS N= MONIT fle 
was not a result of an improperly Ree. ORS a Nee Se ee. ks, ye A, 

not been handled for 51 days, so the hen Se i Ea 4 See one OU 
injury must have resulted from a wegen: | ka oe yi i ef ee 
natural accident. The hen had appar- <_< oo: ... erie nl SS ae: : or 

food patch when she was killed. Two - ~~ ee ORE OONom= cee  * 7 
other hen pheasants were flushed 15- et rr a ees. oe _ eee a 

. or owe ~— oe oe eee a ae. Cee UE 20 feet from the mortality victim. The ib a. i een |) a o 3 a es ig 
hawk flew about 100 yards and Vig Ry a | ae ec eee ae per ch e d ina d ea d elm. Th e carcass in nea | ‘ ce “aS ; : i ee 4 ‘2g " Sees ve a a 4 2a 

was briefly examined and left for the . maa ee ; pO . | Pe: a, ae ME 
hawk to return and commence feed- oc. ! mat => Gis... 

ing. The hawk was observed at 1420 ; . 
perched in another dead elm about Hen 56 found in a corn-sorghum food patch: hawk predation 
150 yards from the carcass. At 1530, 
when the hawk was flushed from the 
carcass again; a major portion of the | | Oe | 
breast, neck and right leg flesh was ets pp me wets tha 
consumed. The viscera was removed See tt 
from the body cavity but not con- yy aaa 
sumed. Feathers and skin had been i eae. 
removed from the injured left leg but fo fs ie ~~ | 
no meat consumed. Streaks of white- . dog 2a 
wash were noted radiating from the dl (de CORR | 
carcass after both visits by the hawk. 1 
A major portion of this pheasant had iP. @ 
been devoured by the hawk in about seiusiall — <5 . 
an hour. o —- (| 

Of the large raptors on the — aaa | 
study area, only the great horned Es , 
owl was thought to be capable of re 
breaking pheasant femoral Oo ie | 
bones. This factor, combined 
with others including proximity 

34 to an active nest or feeding Hen 85 found in willow brush above 8 inches of snow: owl predation



“undetermined” category are sug- _ ent at the kill site. Streaks of white- in winter but not specifically 

gestive of horned owl predation. wash radiated from the feather pie identified with any mortalities 
In one case a portion of the car- Wer the carcass was Tocated. among the radio-tagged birds. 

: puncture wound was evident on the Shick (1952:72) £ d th 

cass and a few feathers were head at the occiput. The transmitter 1Ck ( :72) foun € 
found scattered over an area of harness and antenna were intact. Cooper’s hawk to be the most | 

15 feet in diameter in a woodlot important predator of mature 

with a dense understory of Hen 101 hatched a clutch of eggs pheasants among the hawk spe- 

thornapple and gooseberry. In en a nest adiacent o me nen cies at the Prairie Farm. How- 
the second case the carcass was S27Ub carr unit and was bencven wo ever, in terms of total pheasants 
. be with her 2-week old brood on June h 
intact, except the head and neck 17 when she was preyed upon. The lost to raptors, the marsh hawk 
were missing. A few feathers carcass, almost completely stripped was most significant since it 

were plucked and scattered ina Of meat, was found along a railroad took numerous immature birds. 
9-foot circle. A large amount of embankment in grass-forb cover. Shick considered the red-shoul- 

. Flesh was removed from all skeletal d d d-tailed d h- 
blood was present in the snow parts except portions of the left leg, ered, red-talied and rougn- 
adjacent to the carcass. Einar- back and wings. The viscera, except legged hawks which frequented 

sen (1956) reported that great _ the large intestine, and the head were the Prairie Farm to be of little 

horned owls flushed from fresh a ee eansenitt harness Weft consequence to pheasants. The 
. . . . intact, but hooked only to the le . . | 

bird kills had invariably begun wing. The final disposition of her great horned owl was implicated 

neck. In this example an owl ) 
_ may have abandoned the kill af- Gates (1972:683) found the ANNUAL PATTERN OF AVIAN 
ter consuming only the neck  red-tailed hawk accounted for PREDATION. Avian predation was 
meat. the largest share of losses torap- __ distinctly most important during 

Other cases in the “undeter- tors at Waupun. Of 99 examples the period of snow cover (Fig. 
mined” category were suggestive of avian predation during the 5). This was logical considering 
of hawk predation based on an winter months, 28 (28.3% ) that small mammals, the princi- : 

abundance of feathers at the were attributed to the red-tailed pal items in the raptors’ diet, are 
feeding site. hawk, 11 (11.1% ) tothe horned concealed under a blanket of 
Hen 92 was associated with the OWl, 9 (9.1%) to the Cooper’s snow. In addition, the observabil- 
Klecker Shrub Carr unit prior to her hawk, 2 (2.0%) to the rough- ity of pheasants for the aerial 

death on February 16, 1969. (Hen legged hawk and 49 (49.5% ) predator is increased on snow 

ee his a noon oy eentined were unclassified as to species. cover, resulting in an alternative 
a this hen — page 34). Th - almost Fewer horned owls were present food source. The level of raptor 

completely consumed carcass was at Waupun than at Waterloo, predation was roughly compara- 

found above 3 inches of snow inred _ likely accounting for the lesser _ ble during the other periods and 
osier and Boose berry cover. Flesh was  jmportance of this species with about 20 percent of that oc- 
removed from the entire skeleton with = yegnect to the red-tailed hawk. curred during the period of snow 
all large bones intact except the left > ) 

~~ wing which was severed at the wrist. _ ~ Cooper’ s and rough-legged | ~cover. Apparently there was not ee 

Two large piles of feathers were pres- hawks were present at Waterloo a detectable acceleration of 

J ¢ =» Henrys ane es rr 
7. «ia eee OS 
i, We ee | NN 

‘a, Se ge eel OO 
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Hen 92 found in shrub carr: Hens 56 and 92 showing patterns of raptor feeding 

raptor predation, hawk suspected 39



. In summary, breeding popu- 
4 KSSHAWK (RED-TAILED) lation estimates of 18 red-tailed | 

x EZZJOWL. (GREAT HORNED) hawks (0.7 birds/section) and 
3 UNDETERMINED RAPTOR 13 great horned owls (0.5 birds/ 
x | | section ) were established for the 
9 OW | study area. An inventory of rap- 
© Wij) tor nests provided a reasonable 

i — count for the redtail, and a tri- 
a . angulation count of “hooting” 
S . owls was used to measure the 
< horned owl population. 
a | 4 | 

2) IZ ZL | _netermined predation was 
mee ee ee ee ee. | a category used when classifica- 

‘AUG 28-OCT 15) (OCT.16-DEC 14) (DECIS-FEB 18) (FEB.I9-APR 14) (APR. 15-JUNE 28) (JUNE 29-AUG. 27) (AUG. 28-OCT. 15) tion of the predator, Viz mam- 

PERIODS . malian or avian, could not be 

. : designated due to inadequate 
FIGURE 5. Annual pattern of avian predation. field sign. This category ranked 

third among all decimating fac- 

hawk predation during the peri- pheasant predators, but were ors and accounted for 11.7 per- 
ods of fall and spring migration. represented at such a low den- Cent of annual mortality. 

, sity at Waterloo that they were Often examples of predation 
of little concern. were relegated to this category 

POPULATIONS OF AVIAN PRED- To obtain estimates of raptor When field sign was very limited 
AToRS. To determine which abundance historic red-tailed 2 obliterated by Tain OF Siow. 
avian predators were repre- hawk and horned owl nests were Occasionally evidence implicat- 
sented on the study area all ob- inventoried in the spring of 18 both avian and mammalian 
servations of hawks and owls 1970. Of 20 raptor nests investi- predators was present at the 
made incidental to other activi- gated, 9 were occupied by red- feeding site. The mortality his- 
ties were recorded on daily logs _ tailed hawks, 2 by great horned ‘!°°Y of Hen 83 illustrates a com- 
or raptor observation forms. Pat- owls and 9 were either destroyed bination of complicating factors. 

terns developed showing the sea-__ or not in use. An exhaustive nest 

sonal occurrence of a variety of inventory at Waterloo in 1972 t\Sund Bauman’s Marsh prior to her 
species. The most common resi- by Petersen (pers. comm.) re- death on December 31, 1968. The 
dent hawk on the study area was vealed breeding populations of partially consumed carcass was found 
the redtail. Transient Buteo 8-9 pairs of red-tailed hawks and covered with 3-5 inches of fresh snow 

hawks included the rough-legged _6-7 pairs of great horned owls. ©" 4 2-foot snow drift along a ditch- 
hawk, the broad-winged hawk In addition, two non-breeding pana head, neck and left wing a : yond the elbow were missing and 
and the red-shouldered hawk; of individuals of each Species were flesh was consumed from the left 
the Accipiter hawks, the Coop- observed. Craighead and Craig-. side exposing the ribs. The left hum- 
er’s hawk and the sharp-shinned head (1956:225) found that  ¢rus was mostly stripped of flesh but 

hawk were occasionally observed breeding densities of the redtail fey ne the row reainers "The 
and the goshawk rarely sighted. were stable from year to year; transmitter was intact, except the 
The harrier was a summer resi- _ therefore, our spring estimate (9 knot was partially untied. 
dent. pairs, 1970) was reasonable 

A common resident owl al- based on Petersen’s findings (8- Superficially the remains were 
though seldom seen was the 9 pairs, 1972). indicative of avian predation ex- 
great horned owl. The short- To supplement the nest in- cept few feathers were found 
eared owl was the most com-_ ventory, a winter triangulation | with the carcass. The snowfall 
monly observed owl and was a_ count of “hooting” owls was es- _—_and strong wind which preceded 
summer resident. Also present tablished in 1969. Results of the investigation of the kill may 
and observed, occasionally, were survey were sporadic and time have eliminated many feathers 
the screech owl and the barred did not permit refinement of if they were present at the feed- 
owl. One observation was made techniques. A minimum of 13 ing site. If a medium-sized mam- 
of a long-eared owl. Likely only horned owls were triangulated malian predator, such as a cat, 
the red-tailed hawk and great in 1971, the only year with good had made the kill, likely few 
horned owl were of any conse- survey results. The estimate (13 feathers would be present at the 
quence to mature pheasants, and owls), however, was more com- feeding site, and the amount of 
further emphasis will center on _ patible with Petersen’s results flesh removed might represent 
these two species. The Accipiter (14-16 owls) than an expansion a good meal. In most cases of 
hawks, particularly the goshawk of the nest inventory data (4 raptor predation, more flesh was 

36 and Cooper’s hawk, are capable __ owls). removed than indicated with this



TABLE 24. Predator-Hen Pheasant Ratios on the Waterloo Study Area (25 Sections) 
1968 to 1971 

____ Onset of Winter (December 15) Onset of Spring (April 1) 

Predator Hen Estimate Predator Estimate Ratio HenEstimate Predator Estimate Ratio 

Red-tailed hawk 641 18* 1:36 362 18 1:20 
Great-horned owl 641 13 1:49 362 13 1:28 
Red fox 641 77 1:8 362 25 1:14 

Combined 1:6 1:6 

*Mean 1968—71 Winter Transect Count. | 

kill. It was unlikely the kill was horned owls were represented in _most of these relate to the avail- 

made at the site described above, a proportion of 1:37 and 1:49, ability of prey species. Latham 

unless the hen was forced into respectively, in winter and 1:20 (1952:14) pointed out that 

this area. No concealing vegeta- and 1:28 in spring. The winter predators are opportunists, and 

tion was present for about 60 _ red-tailed hawk estimate used in such factors as (1) abundance 

yards. However, it seemed equal- _ this proportion represented the of prey, (2) weather conditions, 

ly illogical that a predator would mean number of individuals ob- (3) physical condition of prey, 

carry the hen to this open site served on a winter roadside tran- (4) amount of protective cover, 

to feed on it. The hen may have _ sect. Counts varied from 26 in and (5) introduced species can 

been killed by a hawk while in 1968 to 15in 1971 (X—=18) on _ influence prey availability. The 

flight and hit the ground at this _‘ the 44-mile route along which all importance of weather condi- 
point. Numerous alternative hy- hawks observed were tallied. The tions on prey availability is the 
potheses are available; therefore, survey was designed to gather first topic of this section. 

this mortality and 10 other sim- _trend information and the re- The second aspect explored in 

ilar cases were classified in the sultant red-tailed hawk count this section is the relationship 
category “undetermined preda- can only be considered a very between pheasant nesting and 

-tjon?s ee onsservative-estimate. The late- predation; namely—if-the-—hen = — —- 
winter triangulation count of | pheasant is particularly vulner- 

Predator-Pheasant Ratios great horned owls was used for _ able to predation at any stage in 
Predator-hen pheasant ratios calculating both the winter and’ the nesting cycle. Ease in re- 

were computed for the winter spring predator-prey ratios. capturing hen pheasant for 

and spring seasons (Table 24). The combined predator-prey transmitter replacement during 
Hen estimates were based on the __ ratio for the fox, red-tailed hawk late incubation aroused specula- 
fall population level corrected and great horned owl was 1:7 tion that the hen might be es- 
for fall and fall-to-spring mortal- in winter and 1:6 in spring. _ pecially vulnerable to predation 

ity rates for radio-equipped birds Gates (1971:690, calculated at that time. 
(Tables 12 and 15). The deter- from the author’s data) found 
mination of predator densities a ratio of 1:23 in winter for INFLUENCE OF WEATHER ON 

for the onset of winter and of ' these 3 predatory species at PREDATION. The period of snow 

spring were discussed previously Waupun. Higher predator-hen cover (December 15-February 

in this section. pheasant ratio at Waterloo may 18) accounted for the largest 

The number of hens per fox __ partially explain the higher mor- _ fraction of annual mortality and 

changed from 8 to 14 from the tality rate (38.7% vs. 26.7% ) | winter (December 15-April 14) 

onset of winter to the beginning and the greater relative impor- exhibited variation in mortality 

of spring. The heavy harvest of | tance of predation (78.6% vs. rates of 32.1 percent in 1968-69 

fox during the winter caused the 49.1%) reported there as op- to 68.8 percent in 1970-71 (Ta- 

unusual decrease in the preda- posed to Waupun. bles 14 and 15). To explore the 

tor-prey ratio from fall to spring. possible influence of winter 

While the pheasant population . . weather on annual variation in 

was being reduced by 43.5 per- Predator-Pheasant Relationships = mortality rates, a weather hard- 
cent over the winter, the fox pop- There are many factors which ness index was computed follow- 

ulation declined by 69.5 percent. cause annual variation in the ing the procedure outlined by 

Red-tailed hawks and great magnitude of predation, and Gates (1971:24). Basically, the 3]



computation accounted for a was plotted against mortality ring in all seasons except winter. 
combination of temperature and during the reproductive period Among this sample. 26 mortali- 
snow depth between December (Fig. 7). Annual variability in ties (70.3% ) occurred during a 
1 and March 31 of each year. loss during the reproductive per- 24-hour period of precipitation. 
Lower mean temperatures and iod appears to be a function of That is, precipitation occurred at 
higher snow depths resulted in precipitation during the nesting night or during the previous day 
larger hardness values. These period and likely due to accel- or during both periods. (All 
values for each winter were erated rates of predation. That cases of mammalian predation 
plotted against corresponding is, reproductive period mortality in this sample occurred at 
fall-to-spring mortality rates was low in years of little precipi- night.) In addition, the inci- 
from Table 12. A comparison of tation and high in years of heavy dence of precipitation was sub- 

| the relationship between winter rainfall. | jectively appraised for a period 
hardness and fall-to-spring mor- The importance of precipita- of 5-7 days prior to the mortal- 
tality was made between the tion on predation was supported ity. The period was classified 
Waupun Study Area for the _ by an analysis of 37 examples “wet” or “dry”. Of the 37 cases 
years 1958-65 (Gates, 1971) and of mammalian predation occur- of mammalian predation, 20 
the Waterloo Study Area for the ~— | | 
years 1968-71 (Fig. 6). In addi- 
tion, the incidence of pheasant | | 

remains in fox stomachs was x WAUPUN STUDY AREA. (Gates, 1971) 
plotted against winter hardness. este FOXROMACHS ° 3 

' These data applied to southeast- wu 20 
ern Wisconsin and years 1958- |2_. He STOMACH oF 
1965 (Besadny, 1966). ze | / x 5 

Figure 6 demonstrates that | waTeRLOO__- 5 ee 
annual fluctuations in fall-to- |® . . x5 
spring mortality are due largely S | \ WauPUN wel 

to the severity of winter weather. a) ° OBE 
Fall-to-spring mortality was high © 0 ea 
during years when winter |g ,, OF 
weather was severe. Likewise, |* x 5 E 
the frequency of occurrence of 35 | 
pheasant in fox stomachs in- | 
creased in years when winter 500 400 500 co ER HAM ONESS INDE 900 000 *H100 
hardness values were high. It 
appears the accelerated rate of | FIGURE 6. Comparison of fall-to-spring mortality rates 
mortality during the period of and the incidences of pheasant remains in fox stomachs with 
snow cover was largely a func- the severity of winter weather. 
tion of increased predation. (Snow depth from Madison; temperature from Watertown) 

Gates (1971:747) had previous- 
ly come to the same conclusion | 
based on the Waupun data. The 
addition of the Waterloo data 65 I969 
and fox stomach analysis infor- ° 
mation further substantiated his a 60 
findings. S 55 

During the nesting period, ac- a 
celerated loss is shown by the > 90 
annual pattern of mortality por- AR 45 1970 268 
trayed in Figure 4. In addition, ro ° 
yearly variation in mortality we 40 
rates during the reproductive wt 35 
period (April 15-August 27) 9 2 
ranged between 18.2 percent in 5& 90 
1971 and 62.9 percent in 1969. r  ofg 
Nesting period loss was the prin- a or 

:; F 
cipal determinant of reproduc- 5 8 e 
tive period mortality since loss 5 
during the brood-rearing period 
was of little consequence (Fig. - ; - ; ; 5 7 

4, Table Id). To determine how TOTAL PRECIPITATION DURING THE NESTING MONTHS OF MAY AND JUNE 
weather might influence annual 
variation in mortality rates, pre- FicuRE 7. Mortality during the reproductive period vs. 

38 cipitation during May and June precipitation during May and June.



mortalities (54.0% ) occurred cipitation might be influencing tire spectrum of nesting activi- 
during a dry period and 17 _ rates of predation, all 3 factors — ties. Apparently the vulnerability 
(45.9% ) during a wet period. were averaged for the 37 nights _—of hens is not greatly increased 
However, it is important to note when mammalian predation oc- during incubation as previously 
that 10 mortalities occurred on curred and compared with yearly — suspected based on the ease of 
wet days during the 20 dry per- averages (Table 25).All3 weath- recapture at that time. Concern- 
iods, while only 2 losses occurred _er factors averaged higher dur- ing the 9 individuals lost prior 

on dry days during the 17 wet _ing nights of recorded mammal- to the establishment of their first 

periods. ian predation than the combined nest, it is important to note that 
Wagner (1965:80) summar- yearly averages. In a chi square _in 6 of these cases “nesting be- 

ized the findings of midwest analysis wind (3.03) and pre- havior” was indicated by radio 

studies with regard to spring- cipitation (3.28) were not signi- monitoring, but subsequent nest 

summer precipitation and nest- ficant at the .05 percent level searching did not locate the 

ing. With the exception of afew (3.84), whereas cloud cover clutches. Dumke and Pils (un- 

investigations demonstrating a (7.99) was significant at .01 publ.) describe incidents where 

direct effect of excessive precipi- (6.63) (Yates Correction ap- a portion of the eggs from a 

tation on nesting (flooding of plied). clutch were removed with no 

nests or abandonment of nest In a similar comparison of shell fragments left at the nest 

due to heavy rainfall) none of | weather and the incidence of bowl. Conceivably entire clutches 

the studies indicated a serious avian predation, wind velocity, could be removed, and in certain 

effect of rain during the repro- cloud cover and precipitation cover types the remaining nest 

ductive season. Furthermore, also averaged higher but not sig- | bow! would be indistinguishable | 

Wagner found no correlation be- _ nificantly during days with re- and easily overlooked in a nest 

tween average June rainfall in corded loss to raptors than year- _— search. Sargeant (pers. comm. ) 

southeastern Wisconsin and pop- ly averages (Table 26). _ has indicated that a fox will of- 

ulation trend between 1938- | ten remove duck eggs from a 
1956. The findings at Waterloo RELATIONSHIP OF PHEASANT clutch leaving no shell remains 

suggest that precipitation may | NESTING AND PREDATION. Toex- at the nest bowl. If these 6 cases 

play an important role in the plore how accelerated mortality actually represented egg-laying 

variability of reproductive period during the breeding season at the first nest, it would in- 

mortality principally through its might relate to nesting, 22 radio- crease the importance of this 
influence on levels of predation. tagged hens lost to predation nesting activity with respect to 
More research is needed to clar- during May, June and July were __ predation. | 
ify the importance of weather classified according to 10 cate- 
factors on predation particularly — gories of nesting activity (Table 
during the periods other than 27). a Gunshot 
snow cover. Except for 9 individuals that 

To determine if wind velocity. were lost in May prior to their Seven radio-equipped hens 
and cloud cover as well as pre- _ first nest, predation was rather — were victims of gunshot ranking 

evenly distributed over the en- this factor first among non-pre- 

TABLE 25. Comparison of Weather Conditions on Nights When Radio-equipped Hens 
Were Lost to Mammalian Predation with Average Annual Weather Conditions for All Nights* 

1968 1969 1970 1971 + All Years Nights with Losses to 
Weather Factor** April—Dec. Jan.—Dec. Jan.—Dec. Jan.—Sept. Combined Mammalian Predation (N=37) 

Wind (Knots) 7.65 6.56 7.02 8.06 7.18 8.40 
Cloud cover 55.4 56.8 $7.7 535 56.2 67.0 
Precipitation 40.4 39.2 37.3 33.5 37.9 54.0 

*Night arbitrarily defined as 1800 hours to 0600 hours. 
**Wind expressed as “‘mean velocity”, cloud cover as “average percent” and precipitation as “percent of nights 

with trace or better’’. 
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TABLE 26. Comparison of Weather Conditions During 24-Hour Period When Radio-equipped Hens 
Were Lost to Avian Predation with Average Annual Weather Conditions* 

All Years 24-Hour Periods with Losses 
Weather Factor** April—Dec. Jan.—Dec. Jan.—Dec. Jan.—Sept. Combined to Avian Predation (N=19) 

Wind (Knots) 10.0 8.7 95° 10.6 9.6 10.8 
Cloud cover 59.5 60.8 $8.7 57.2 59.3 68.0 
Precipitation 52.0 53.4 . $2.3 42.0 50.8 56.7 

*24-hour period defined as 1200 hours to 1200 hours. 
**Wind expressed as “‘mean velocity’’, cloud cover as “average percent”’ and precipitation as “‘percent of nights 

with trace or better’’. 

TABLE 27. Incidence of Predation and Corresponding Nesting Activity | 
For 22 Radio-equipped Hens Lost During May, June and July, 1968—1971 

Nesting Activity Mammalian Avian Undetermined Combined 

Prior to first nest 8 1 9 
Egg-laying first nest 1 1 
Incubating first nest 1 1 1 3 

Lost first nest, second nest not 1 1 
confirmed . 

Egg-laying second nest 1 1 

Incubating second nest 1 1 

Lost second nest, third nest not 2 1 3 
confirmed 

Egg-laying third nest 

Incubating third nest 1 1 

After hatching of clutch 1 1 2 

TOTAL 15 3 4 22 

dation losses. Three birds were _— This distribution of the illegal tially captured the previous fall. 
discovered by project personnel, hen kill agrees with the findings An illegal hen harvest of 5 
2 were found by hunters and 2 of Gates (1971:616) and Wag- percent was calculated for Wa- 

were turned in by the hunters ner et al. (1965-116) who have terloo. This estimate was deter- 
that shot them. The carcasses of demonstrated that hen kill does mined by dividing the number of 
all gunshot victims were intact not increase with declining cock radioed hens shot during the 
and registered positive on fluoro- numbers as the hunting season hunting seasons of 1968, 1969 

scopy tests. progresses. One of the 2 hens and 1970 by the number of ra- 
Of the 7 hens, 2 were shot on shot during the first week of the _dioed hens alive at the onset of 

the first day of the hunting sea- season had developed plumage each season. The 5 percent hen 
son, 2 were killed during the first characteristics of a cock, and the _ kill is below the statewide illegal 
week and one each were har- hunter was unaware he had shot _hen harvest of 12 percent as de- 
vested on the second weekend, a hen. The female was identified termined by Gates (1971:613). 

40 second week and third weekend. as a juvenile when she was ini- One possible explanation for this



discrepancy may be the inten- killed on June 9 in a hayfield 2 The second hen died during a 

sive hunter checks which were days after she had hatched 12 mid-January ice storm. She was 

conducted on the study area. The of 13 eggs at her woodlot nest found with her beak forced open 

hunters, certainly aware of this, site. The hayfield was about 30 _ by packed ice. The occurrence of 

may have responded by less in- yards from the nest. death by ice storms is rare in 

tentional and accidental shoot- Wisconsin (Gates 1971:705). 

ing of hens. 

Highway Traffic Unknown Cause 

Hay Mowing Two radio-tagged hens were Evidence was inade . 
. . . quate in 

Hay mowing accounted for 5 a “ oy highway traffic. One 11 of the 105 mortality records 
; ported by a study area . 

deaths of radio-equipped hens. resident who hit the bird on an to identify the cause-of-death. 

Four hens were nesting, and ice covered town road. The hen Seven of the 11 hens in this 
one was with a 2-day old brood. 1.4 category were suspected cases of 

.; pparently flying across the ; | 
Of the nesting hens, 2 were egg-  ,o4q with a flock of 6-7 birds predation, but crows or mammal- 

laying (one at her first nest, the pon she was hit. The second 727 Sc@vensers obliterated evi- 

other at her second), and 2 were Jini of hi hwav traffic was dence at the site prior to arrival 

incubating (one on her third found b noieet 2 sonnel alone of the investigator. Some of 

nest, the other on at least her , heavily £ ject P g these remains were 3-5 days old 
. y traveled state highway. oe 

second). The egg-laying hens ne cite where she was killed and decomposition of the car- 

were killed on June 3 and June was g frequent crossing for cass was underway. . 
16 and the incubating females pheasants One case in this category in- 

on July 4 and July 6. volved a hen that was apparently 

The incubating hen that was killed in a flight accident. The 

thought to be on her second nest hen was found venter down in 

was not under radio surveillance pany er’s Do a slight depression in the snow. 

at the time she was killed. How- S The female’s head was cocked 

ever, the incident was reported Two transmitter-equipped _ over her back, and her beak was 

by the farmer immediately, and hens were victims of hunters’ filled with blood. She was found > 

evidence at the nest site could dogs. Both mortalities were re- in a tree and shrubbery planta- 

be pieced together very accurate- ported to project personnel by _ tion. 
ly. The hen had reached 15 days __ the hunters whose dogs were re- Another interesting case in 

of incubation on July 4 when the _ sponsible for the death. Neither this category concerned a radio- 

clutch was destroyed, and back- bird carried lead shot (fluoro- equipped hen that was found in- 

dating revealed the nest to have scope technique, Elder 1950) tact in 2 feet of water. Thin ice 

been established on or about nor evidence of a previous in- skirted the edge of the flooded 

June 7. It seems probable that jury. shrub carr where the female was 

_ she had at least one clutch be = == = ~~—s found. Three sets of pheasant 

fore this, since most hens at tracks in the snow led to the 

Waterloo come into production . water’s edge. Drowning was the 

during late April. All hens, with Winter Weather suspected cause of death, but a 

the exception of this individual, Two radio-tagged hens were necropsy revealed no water in 

were killed in hay fields. She lost to winter weather. One in- the lungs. Shortly after this 

was killed in a retired cropland dividual was found under 16 death acock pheasant was found 

field that was being cut to facili- inches of new snow and matted 14% miles away, carcass intact, 

tate its conversion back into pro- canary grass. The storm that in 2 feet of water. A necropsy 

duction. trapped this juvenile female oc- _ of this individual also revealed 

The brood-rearing hen was curred on December 11, 1970. no water in the lungs. 

4]



CONCLUDING STATEMENTS | | 
. | predator-pheasant ratios at the 

Wildlife Area than at Waupun. 
This certainly accounts in part 

| for the higher percentage of 
The objective of this investi- density relative to regional pop- _hens lost to predation at Water- 

gation was to identify specific | ulation trends. Habitat improve- loo. Likewise, if the other state- 
causes of hen pheasant mortality ments employed at Waterloo operated Wildlife Areas charac- 

| and to assess their relative im- = were apparently ineffectual in  teristically support higher 
portance on a seasonal and an- __ offsetting the limitations placed = predator populations, the impor- 
nual basis. It was a necessary on population density by preda- _ tance of predation as a limiting 
adjunct to Gates’ (1971) inten- tion. factor of pheasants might be 
sive study of pheasant ecology The relative importance of greater on these areas than on 
at Waupun and was designed to predation, with respect to the private lands. 
refine the mortality picture he other causes-of-death, was much The importance of predation 
developed. Furthermore, this — greater at Waterloo than Wau- as a limiting factor of pheasant 
study was needed to obtain a pun. This was primarily due to abundance in Wisconsin cannot 
better understanding of pheas- the lack of importance of hay _ be easily discounted considering 
ant mortality on a wildlife area = mowing mortality at Waterloo. the conclusions of the Waterloo 
where a program of habitatman- = Only 20.0 percent of all nests on §and Waupun investigations. 
agement was being conducted the wildlife area were estab- However, these results should 
(Frank and Woehler 1969). Es- lished in hay and, therefore, vul- not be construed to imply a need 
sentially this aspect required an _ nerable to the hay mower. This for predator control. Neither 
extrapolation of the mortality was not the case at Waupun study was designed to evaluate 
findings of Gates (1971) at (Gates 1971:417) where, in an predator control as a manage- 
Waupun, a study area of limited = area of limited idle acreage, 33 ment tool, the value of predators 
wetland and idle acreage, to Wa- _ percent of all nest production in maintaining biological bal- 
terloo a study area formed _ was in hay. In addition, roughly ance and the factors that make 
around a core of large units of | 42 percent of the hayfield nests pheasants susceptible to preda- 
wetland and retired cropland. at Waterloo were disrupted by tors; rather both studies included 

Gates (1971) was the first in- | predators well before the crop procedures which provided infor- 
vestigator in Wisconsin to piece was harvested. This compares mation on the direct mortality 
together a cogent picture of sea- with 3 percent at Waupun. One _ factors affecting individual 
sonal and annual mortality for a of the important facets of the pheasants. 
pheasant population. His inves- | Waterloo habitat improvement The Waterloo investigation in- 
tigation at Waupun implicated program was to provide alterna- dicted the red fox, the great- 
predation as the most important __ tive nesting cover to “bait” hens horned owl, and the red-tailed 
mortality factor limiting pheas- away from the less secure cover hawk as chief predators of fully 
ant abundance. Previously Er- such as hay. In all likelihood grown hen pheasants. All 3 spe- 
rington (1946:166) and Wag- fewer hens nested in alfalfa but cies are aesthetically appealing 
ner et al. (1965:112) had al- the overriding effect of preda- | members of our native fauna, 
luded to the possible significance _ tion on birds and nests negated and large-scale control of their 
of predation on pheasants, par- the benefits of this endeavor. numbers should not be consid- 
ticularly in marginal habitat. A comparison of late winter ered without substantive data on 
However, in good habitat Wag- _ predator densities between Wau- _—‘ factors involved in natural con- 
ner (1965:113) speculated that pun and Waterloo revealed fox, trol of predator populations, and 
hay mowing was the chief mor- great horned owl and red-tailed | cost-benefit ratio’s involved in a 
tality factor. hawk abundance to be signifi- control program. Immediate con- 

The findings of this investiga- | cantly higher at Waterloo. Fox sideration should also be given 
tion supported the conclusions of — densities of 1.0 and 1.6 animals to improving the public under- 
Gates (1971) that predation was per section were computed for standing of the values of preda- 
the most important direct cause Waupun and Waterloo, respec- tors based on ecological consid- 
of death. The scope of this study __ tively. The great horned owl and _ eration in maintaining a quality 
did not provide for an evaluation red-tailed hawk were found at environment. Meanwhile, the 
of population regulation; none- densities of 0.1 and 0.5 birds per pursuit of information on the 
theless predation is likely also section, respectively. at Waupun population dynamics and ele- 
the limiting factor of pheasant as compared with 0.5 and 0.7 mentary ecology of the major 
abundance at Waterloo. This birds per section at Waterloo. pheasant predators as well as 
suspicion is supported by the in- These densities combined with a _ the influences of habitat changes 
ability of the habitat develop- 30 percent lower pre-winter hen 0n predator and pheasant inter- 
ment program to produce a mea- _— pheasant population at Waterloo actions are being continued in 

42 surable increase in pheasant provided for significantly higher —_ earnest.



APPENDIX I: Improvements in Transmitter Design 

INTRODUCTION adhesive quality. The harness wires were then free to slip at 

this point. To alleviate the problem harness wires were tied 

Recent innovations in component systems and power in a square knot at this point and wrapped with tape. 

supply have increased operational life of radio transmitters A second modification was necessary to abate a problem 

considerably. A 20- to 30-gram radio suitable for studying that developed at the junction of the harness wires and the 

game birds now can have a calculated life of 300 to 400. component package (Point B, Fig. 8). Flexing at this point 

days (W.W. Cochran, pers. comm.). Brander (1968) de- resulted in breakage of the harness and the transmitter was 

scribed a transmitter harness and depicted a whip antenna then easily shed by the bird. In the first year of this | 

system conventionally used on game birds (Bernhoft, 1968, investigation, 19 examples of this harness problem were 

Kuck, 1966, McEwen and Brown, 1966, and Robel et al., tabulated with transmitters shed between 5 and 86 days 

1970). This radio package worked well in investigations (X=32.4). This situation was rectified the following year by 

when expected radio life ranged between 30 and 70 days. taping the harness to component package junction in the 

However, with transmitter life extended to 400 days, manner demonstrated in Figure 9. The harness wires were 

harness or antenna failure became limiting factors that had held in a fixed position with respect to the component 
to be modified to realize the benefits of improved circuitry. package. No transmitters were cast off after this procedure 

This paper presents the harness and antenna modifica- was adopted. 
tions that were developed during a 4-year investigation of | 

mortality among wild hen pheasants at the Waterloo 
Wildlife Area in southeastern Wisconsin. ANTENNA MODIFICATIONS 

B-flat steel guitar string, 8-12 inches in length and coated 

METHODS with a spray plastic, was used throughout most of the study 

for antenna wire. Whereas whip antennas give more range 

Two hundred and forty-five pheasants were equipped than loops at 150 MHz, they are far more vulnerable to 

with transmitters employing a circuit described by Cochran breakage, a significant problem in this study and in other 

(1967). Most of the radios were constructed by the investigations (W.W. Cochran, pers. comm., Marshall, 

Instrumentation System Center of the University of Wis- 1964). Observations of radio-equipped pheasants under 

consin. Calculated field life for the units varied between 90 penned conditions revealed that bending and breakage were 

and 175 days, weight averaged 32 grams, and frequencies caused by preening. Preening bent and kinked the wire, 

were in the 150 MHz range. Twenty-five transmitters were reducing its efficiency as an antenna, and also stripped the 

~—~purchased- fromthe A-V.M. Instrument- Company, Cham--—-—plastic-coating allowing corrosion-to-weaken the wire until 

paign, Illinois in the last year of study. The outstanding it broke. 

feature of these units was their expected operational life of A telescoping system of P.V.C. (polyvinyl chloride) 

between 150 and 300 days. Receivers from Markusen tubing was originally developed to protect the antenna 

Electronic Specialties, Cloquet, Minnesota and A.V.M. were system from such damage (Dumke and Pils, 1967). The 

used with vehicle-mounted antennas to obtain daily loca- system functioned moderately well to distribute stress 

tions on the radio-equipped pheasants. evenly along the antenna, but was rather bulky. 

Figure 8 depicts the transmitter described by Brander An alternative was found which involved imbedding the 

(1968) and the model used in this study. We encapsulated base of a ball-point pen spring in the encapsulating material 

the battery with the other radio components since the and passing the antenna wire with one P.V.C. cover through 

transmitter described by Brander would cease to operate if the spring (Fig.8 Insert). The spring assists the P.V.C. 

the harness wires (lead wires) were severed by a predator. tubing in distributing the stress on the antenna wire at the 

After a bird’s initial adjustment to the radio, no problem point where it leaves the transmitter package. This is the 

with balance was detected as a result of the battery on the site where most of the kinking and ultimate breakage of the 
dorsum rather than breast. Otherwise, the two transmitters antenna had occurred. The single P.V.C. cover protects the 
appeared superficially very similar. antenna from manipulation and prevents wearing off of the 

spray coating. 

Prior to use of this system during the second year of 

HARNESS MODIFICATIONS : study, radio contact was lost with at least 6 birds and 7 

additional birds had to be recaptured due to breakage of 

Two subtle modifications were required to improve the the antenna wire. The range over which the signal could be 

harness for year-long operation. At the neck loop (Point A, heard decreased from %4 mile to about 100 yards when 

Fig. 8) the harness wires were crossed and secured with tape antenna breakage occurred. Very likely, many of the 25 

to hold the joint. Despite using cold-weather electrical tape, unexplained examples of radio failure tabulated during the 

the joint often loosened, particularly during the winter-to- entire study were due to antenna breakage, since 21 

spring study period. The extremes in temperature followed disappearances occurred prior to implementation of the 

by precipitation in the spring resulted in the tape losing its spring-P.V.C. antenna protective system. 43
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FIGURE 8. The transmitter described by Brander (1968) styrene rod, dia. 1/8-inch; b. loading coil; c. whip antenna 
and the model used in this study are depicted for imbedded in base of polystyrene rod; d. copper ring, width 
comparison. Brander transmitter: 1. battery; 2. harness 1/8-inch, id. 1/8-inch, o.d. 3/16-inch; e. single turn of 
incorporating battery leads; 3. component package; 4. electrical tape; f. ball-point pen spring; g. vinyl tubing, 
plastic tubing; 5. whip antenna. Our transmitter: A. harness gauge 14 or 16; h. whip antenna, gold-plated steel guitar 
junction formed by square knot with cover of electrical string (B-flat). The copper ring is cinched over the vinyl 
tape; B. harness junction formed as described in Figure 2; tubing and anchored with the pen spring in the dental 
C. transmitter package including battery encapsulated with acrylic. The single turn of electrical tape protects the P.V.C. 
dental acrylic; D. antenna protective system pictured in from the chemical reaction during curing of the acrylic and 
detail in Insert; E. gold-plated whip antenna; F. polyvinyl prevents severing of the P.V.C. by the copper ring. 
chloride tubing encasing entire antenna. Insert: a. poly- 

All antenna breakage recorded after the incorporation of 2 birds carried the transmitter before its battery life was 

the spring-P.V.C. system was due to corrosion of the guitar exhausted. Of the remaining 10 transmitters, 2 were 

wire. Plastic spray reduced corrosion but did not eliminate suspected premature failures and 8 were destroyed by 
it. Gold-plated guitar wire was tested with the 25 transmit- predators and not suitable for continued field use. An 
ters purchased from the A.V.M. Instrument Company in examination of the transmitters that were on pheasants for 
the final year of study, and to date appears to be the best more than 5 months revealed that the pen spring should 

alternative tested. Only one example of antenna breakage also have been gold-plated. 

occurred in this sample. It occurred after 5 months of field Certainly, improvements can be made on the harness and 
life on the transmitter. Fortunately we were able to antenna systems reported here, but these modifications 

monitor the bird daily in spite of the broken antenna, until have improved our transmitter package for pheasants and 
the battery expired 4 months later. Field life for 14 should give other investigators a starting point for further 
additional transmitters exceeded 5 months, with 7 of these refinements. 

44 units functioning for 8 months or more. In 4 of these cases,
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FIGURE 9. Procedure used to anchor harness to transmitter package with cold-weather electrical tape. 
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APPENDIX II: Adjustment to the Radio Transmitter 

In most reports of investiga- transmitter designs. Most birds tagged birds to become secretive 
tions involving the use of radio displayed initial flight problems for a short period of time after 
telemetry on free-roaming indi- with all harness systems tested release with the transmitter. A 
viduals, statements such as “the but adjusted quickly to the — good indication that a bird is 

) radio did not impair the bird’s change in weight distribution. adapting to the radio comes 
natural behavior” or “the trans- More subtle modifications in be- | when it rejoins other birds and 
mitter did not make the bird havior were reflected in abnor- begins. moving with them be- 
more vulnerable to predation” mal weight loss and in interac- _ tween roosting and feeding sites. 
were inevitably present. The ob- _ tions with other birds. The Of the indirect factors used 
jective of this appendix is to ex- optimum transmitter weight and _to crudely measure adaptation 
amine these statements relative most acceptable harness system to the transmitter, (1) and (2) 
to the findings of this investiga- | were developed based on behav- deserve further elaboration. The 
tion. ioral response of the birds to the comparison of mortality rates 

We believe an animal’s behav- various experimental designs. between the radio-tagged sample 
ior is unconditionally altered In the latter stages of the pen and the population as a whole 
from the moment it is initially study, birds were equipped with was extensively discussed in the 
captured and handled. Equip- operating transmitters and mon-. text. Weights were obtained 
ping of an individual with leg itored while under visual obser- each time an individual was 
bands and a backtag or trans- vation. This permitted matching handled. However, only 72 birds 
mitter further changes its be- of characteristic radio signal (of 245) were recaptured at 
havior. The important element modulations with corresponding least once so weight data were 
to determine is the degree to aberrant behavior. Thereafter, limited. Nonetheless, the weights 
which the individual’s behavior the adjustment of a bird to the _ of the recaptured birds never de- 

| is modified. Most often a change _ transmitter in the field could be parted more than +15 percent 
in behavior is tolerated if itisnot crudely measured from interpre- from the seasonal mean for ini- 
drastic. This is especially true tation of radio signals. Initially, tially captured birds of compar- 
when the tagging device does not game farm birds were released able age. This was well within 

| permit free contact with the in-. at Waterloo to develop the lo- the range of weight of roughly 
dividual to regularly determine. gistics of radio-tracking. Hourly +25 percent exhibited by the 
its status. Most radio telemetry checks were made on the liber- initially captured individuals. 
studies give the investigator the ated birds to monitor their re- The only conclusion that can be 
option to observe the individual = sponse to the transmitter and made from these data is that no 
at any given moment. Thus, ad- _ their new environment. Most birds recaptured suffered exces- 
justment of the animal to the pen-reared birds adjusted to sive weight loss. 
tagging device can be followed both within 2-3 days based on Johnson (1971) tested the 
rather closely. Adaptation prob- an interpretation of radio data. survival of radioed and non- 
lems associated with other de- Similar intensive monitoring radioed game farm cocks from 
vices such as collars, streamers, of radio-equipped wild birds re- _an early fall release to the hunt- 
backtags and wing clips are not vealed most individuals adjusted ing season. He found no signi- 
as easily identified as with radio to the radio within 1-2 days. ficant difference in weight loss 
tags. Evaluation of adaptation to the or survival between the two 

In this investigation, many transmitter was measured di- groups. Further details of this 
techniques were used to evaluate rectly by (1) the incidence of | experiment can be found in the 
the impact of radio-equipping on radio signals indicative of aber- _ text (page 52). 
pheasant behavior. The history rant behavior, (2) the perform- Breeding success was _ also 
of the evaluation dates back to ance of an individual in flight, | used as an indicator of the im- 
pen studies in the fall of 1967. (3) movement and activity pat- pact of radio-tagging on _ be- 
Numerous transmitter designs terns, and (4) social interac- havior. Fifty percent of tagged 
were tested on fully grown hen tions, and indirectly by (1) hen alive at the onset of the 
and cock pheasants at the Poy- weight gain, (2) breeding suc- breeding season eventually pro- 
nette Game Farm. Behavior dur- cess, and (3) mortality rates. duced broods. This compares 
ing initial adjustment to the vari- Of the direct factors, (1), (2) favorably with a comparable 
ous radio packages was carefully and (4) are self-explantory, or figure of 52.8 percent computed 
documented. Certain types of have been previously discussed. for the Waupun breeding popu- 
aberrant behavior such as rolling Item (3), movement and activity lation by Gates (1971:489). 
over backwards and excessive patterns, refers primarily to a Although all evidence from 

46 preening were noticed with some tendency among recently radio- the preliminary tests revealed



pheasants adjusted to the trans- that differences in levels of ac- found in Table 28. Predation 

mitter within 48 hours, birds tivity and food intake between — was the most important mortal- 

lost within 5 days of capture the radio-tagged and control ity factor among birds in this 

were disregarded in all mortality groups were most apparent in cohort with the importance of 

rates and factors analyses re- the first week after tagging but winter evident here as it was 

ported in the text. This reflects became roughly comparable. with the sample discussed in the 

a conservative compensation for thereafter. The use of different text. The single example of 

potential transmitter related habitats were similar among death by cock fighting involved 

mortality based on the experi- both samples of grouse during a male that was apparently suc- 

ence of this investigation. How- the entire test period. Boag also _— cessfully defending a territory 

ever, the 5-day period was con- noticed a great amount of in- until his aggresive behavior was 

sistent with the findings of dividual variation in behavioral greatly altered by radio-tagging. 

Boag (1972) who evaluated the response to handling and tag- The rooster was found the day 

effects of radio packages on ac-___ ging. This confirms our findings after tagging nearly dead from 

tivity, food intake and the use _ from both pen and field studies. | pecking wounds on the skull and 

of different habitat types on The fates of 28 birds lost spur wounds on the thighs and 

penned red grouse. He found within 5 days of capture can be __ flanks. 

TABLE 28. Fates of 28 Radio-equipped Pheasants Lost Within the First Five Days 
of Initial Capture* 

Fate January February March April September October December Total Losses 

Mammalian Predation 2 3 1 1 1 8 

Avian Predation 3 1 1 1 1 7 

Unknown Predation 1 1 2 

Cock Fighting** 1 1 

Unknown Cause 3 2 1 6 

Technique Caused Death 1 1 

Radio Failure! 1 1 

Radio Contact Lost! . 2 2 

Total 9 5 5 4 1 2 2 28 

*Sample includes 23 hens and 5 cocks. 
**Case involving a radio-equipped cock that was found nearly dead from a fight with a rival cock. Bird was 

sacrificed by project personnel. 
IThese terms are discussed in Appendix III 
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APPENDIX Ill: Evaluation of Transmitter Performance 

| All 317 transmitters used in reliable radios. Later it was dis- from the unit revealed impend- 
this study employed a circuit covered that the Ray-O-Vac cells ing failure, and recapture of the 
described by Cochran (1967) were not designed to tolerate bird was not possible. The cate- 
and a design modified from heat and were unknowingly gory “Radio Contact Lost” in- 

| Brander (1968). Two hundred damaged when they were sol- cludes cases where the bird com- 
and ninety-three units were built | dered into the circuit. Harness pletely disappeared and no evi- 
by the University of Wisconsin failure occurred during the first dence of equipment failure was 
Instrumentation Systems Center year of this investigation with noted. Six of the 31 birds in this 
(I.S.C.), and 24 were provided the use of conventional harness classification were subsequently 
by A.V.M. Instrument Company, materials as well as experimen- _ recovered, and a faulty radio was 
Champaign, Illinois. Calculated tal products. Modifications of blamed for the bird’s initial dis- 
or theoretical operational life for harness design using the conven- appearance. However, among 
the radios constructed by the tional plastic coated wire are de- the remaining cases, could be 
I.S.C. was about 120 days. Re- scribed in Appendix I. The only (1) losses to a mortality factor 
alized field life varied from 5- experimental product which where the transmitter was de- 
140 days, but most birds sur- caused excessive harness failure _ stroyed when the bird was killed 
viving 70 days were recaptured was teflon-coated wire. It was _ or (2) birds that moved off the 
for transmitter replacement, and —_ used in a system with polyvinyl study area beyond regular search 
few radios were allowed to go chloride tubing and became loos- __activities or (3) additional cases 
full-term while on a bird. Trans- ened allowing the bird to slip out _ of transmitter failure. If all these 
mitters built by A.V.M. were _ of the harness. examples involved a mortality, 
used during the final year of In Table 29 the category of they would change the relative 
study and incorporated new in- “Equipment Failure” includes all importance among the various 
novations for prolonged opera- examples of transmitter or har- mortality factors and the mor- 
tional life. Expected life for ness failure where the radio was tality rates among radio-tagged 
these units varied between 142 recovered or intermittent signals _ birds but only slightly. 
and 308 days while realized field | 
life ranged from 128 to 328 
days. 

Among the radios constructed 
by the I.S.C., 53 examples of 
transmitter failure were report- 
ed, with 20 of them premature TABLE 29. Summary of Transmitter Performance | 
and 33 full-term (Table 29). In S_Jf21__H+—++._ >> 
addition, faulty harness material Category Number of Cases 
resulted in 19 birds prematurely ce 
slipping their transmitters. Most 
of the premature equipment fail- Pavipment failure P20)" 

mitter failure 53 
ures occurred when new compo- Premature 20 
nents or harness systems were Full-term 33 
being tested. On one occasion Harness Slippage 19 
Ray-O-Vac batteries were sub- Radio contact lost 31 (6) 
stituted for Mallory RM1 certi- NN 
fied cells in 30 radios, and con- TOTAL 103 
tact was lost with 12 birds *Birds in parentheses were subsequently recovered and then 
within 15 days of radio-equip- ultimate fates known. subsequently recovered and their 

ping. An intensive recapture 
program was immediately under- 
taken to re-equip the birds with 
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APPENDIX IV: | 
e e e 

Mortality Factors of Radio-equipped Cock Pheasants | 

Twenty-five cocks were radio- focal point of the rooster’s territory. Cock 243 was associated with the 
tagged between September, 1968 The carcass was almost completely Abendroth Marsh prior to his death 

stripped of feathers including the on April 1, 1971. The partially con- 
and August, 1971. The methods wings. The head and neck were re- sumed carcass was found in a picked 
of capture and procedures used moved and the skull was found near- _corn field among foxtail and quack 

in radio tracking were the same by completely cleaned of flesh and grass. The head, neck, heart and liver 

as those described in the text for brain tissue. The lower mandible was were amissing aon an percent 

hen pheasants. Whereas, 20,297 was toescine. “Nauneroue feathers, moved from the wings and the legs 

bird-days were accumulated most of which showed chewing, were were completely intact. A trail of 
among radio-tagged hens, only scattered in a 5-foot circle around the blood and feathers showed the bird 
1,909 bird-days were tallied carcass. Maggots were present along was killed in a nearby roosting site 

among r adio-equipped cocks. the legs and crop area. A den hole ane puree under a canopy o foxtal 

Most of the roosters were tagged about 3 inches in diameter was lo- and quack grass where teeding too. 
cated 3 feet from the carcass. No place. Mink tracks were present at 

after the hunting season, since fresh tracks could be found at the the kill and feeding sites. 

the likelihood of an individual carcass or den site but raccoon tracks 

surviving the life of his trans- were present along the ditch 10 feet The only similarity between 
mitter was far greater at that ‘70m the remains. this case and the previous one is 
time. Eleven males were radioed that feeding began with the head 
in the fall, whereas 14 cocks Although the evidence ap- and neck region. Raptors also 
were equipped in the winter (9) peared superficially like raptor seemed to prefer feeding initially 
and spring (5). feeding, mammalian predation from the anterior portion of the 

The fates of these individuals was suspected based, primarily, _ bird. 
may be found in Table 30. on chewing of the feathers. One cock was lost to avian 
Cause-of-death was determined “Dressing” of the carcass was predation and that occurred dur- 
for 16 cocks of which 12 were not observed in any cases of ing the period of snow cover. 
gunshot mortalities. Since the mammalian predation but has Most of the carcass was carried 
harvest of wild cock at Waterloo _ been attributed occasionally to from the feeding site where the 
averages 83 percent (Table 6), mustelids. Cock 243 was lost to transmitter was found. Raptor 
it was not surprising to find 75 a mink but “dressing” of the car- tracks were present in the par- 
percent of the radio-tagged roost- cass did not occur. | tially crusted snow. 
ers in the hunter’s bag. Mam- 

3 deaths, 2 during the breeding CURSE PO AS re ee god a. ren G7, Sere 
season and one during the late SN SARA aaa peaneer Sma” ona ee med? 
winter period. Mortality evidence Re ae eee ere a ig ns Shae . | pat aN Seah We #5 ed 
found at the feeding site of Cock oe ares eee ele oa kes PEN ts rer 
90 was similar to that described 37,88 Wel GS i pee Rl Oo Fs 
for Hen 213 (page 28), and (Mp qRWMRc gah ase, 5 (= Saree aoe crgs Maa coe 

dator was impossible. Field sign  y6rbyssd¥5 tear 4 take ae a ES TW te 
at the kill site of Cock 98 was the | see ets Me gf fies * 7 . t7 Ww MAES 

- 2 eyes OG 7 Re eee le ae es NS most unusual we encountered "fey egpysfeeeen an an Pa Pare a Scope = 
during the entire investigation. sa See pom RN A ge San o7 

ie es RE eee — aoe 4 ; oy ya Pe ne ae | - 2 >, ee . 

Cock 98 was defending a territory 2a eS Fs eg ie” en Per ien < Peg 
centered along a brushy ditchbank in *<°4 ey es Ss fet ee es A oan | 
the Klecker Shrub Carr area when he a! ‘oa Nine vil ess <5 ey FE = ney a Rew 
was ki , EAE So eg ES eR I Ee <EN See 
mostly intact carcass "was found a SSE AES > S5u Me ee 7 eles 

among jewelweed and canary grass #%f.: ae eara em See 1: RS ae Sh a Se ws: ‘2 
under a canopy of dogwood at the  AgExe at Cass Suh ReMi e Rekeo 9 PSSA Ten PC ot BES 

Cock 98 found along a brushy ditchbank: unknown predation 
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TABLE 30. Fates of 25 Cocks Radio-equipped September, 1968 to August, 1971 

Mortality | 

Mammal- Avian : Technique 
Bird ian Pre- Preda- Gun- Un- Sub- Caused Radio 

Season* Days dation tion shot known total Mortality Failure 

Post-brood-rearing 
(Aug. 28—Oct. 15) 265 1 

Hunting (Oct. 16—Dec. 14) 220 12 12 4 (3)** 
Snow cover | 

(Dec. 15—Feb. 18) 244 1 1 1 
Late winter 

(Feb. 19—Apr. 14) $22 1 1 2 
Breeding 

. (Apr. 15—June 28) 487 2 1 3 4(2) 
Brood-rearing 

(June 29—Aug. 27) 171 | 2(1) 

TOTAL | 1,909 3 1 12 1 17 1 13(6) 

*Seasons were established for hens and are not totally appropriate for cocks. 
**Birds in parentheses subsequently recovered and cause-of-death determined (All were gunshot mortalities). 

Scientific Names of Plants and Animals Used in the Text 

Scientific names of plants from Fernald (1950); 
birds, Gromme (1963); and mammals, Jackson (1961). 

PLANTS 
Aster Aster spp. Great Horned owl Bubo virginianus 
Bromegrass Bromus intermis Long-eared owl Asio otus 
Canary grass Phalaris arundinacea Marsh hawk (Harrier) Circus cyaneus 
Cherry tree Prunus spp. Pheasant Phasianus colchicus 
Giant ragweed Ambrosia trifida Red-shouldered hawk Buteo lineatus 
Goldenrod Solidago spp. Red-tailed hawk Buteo jamaicensis 
Gooseberry Ribes spp. Rough-legged hawk Buteo lagopus 
Jewelweed Impatiens biflora Ruffed grouse Bonasa umbellus 
Nettle Urtica dioica Screech owl Otus asio 
Quackgrass Agropyron repens Sharp-skinned hawk Accipiter gentillis 
Red-osier dogwood Cornus stolonifera Short-eared owl Asio flammeus 
Sedge Carex spp. 
Shagbark hickory Carya ovata Bad et LS dea taxus 
Tamarack Larix laricina Co t ot ‘] rabbit Sul ‘laa ‘lori danus 
Thistle Cirsium spp. Co te alta Cy OL ‘en 
Thornapple Crataegus spp. Dor Canis i nestica 
White Oak Quercus alba 8 ants Comestt Willow Salix s Gray fox Urocyon cinereoargenteus 

PP. House cat Felis catus 
BIRDS Mink Mustela vison 

Barred owl Strix varia Opossum Didelphis marsupialis 
Broad-winged hawk Buteo platypterus Raccoon Procyon lotor 
Cooper’s hawk Accipiter cooperii Red fox Vulpes fulva 
Crow Corvus brachyrhynchos Skunk Mephitis mephitis 

90  Goshawk Accipiter gentilis Weasel Mustela frenata
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TECHNICAL BULLETINS—1972 and 1973* 

No. 52 Mercury levels in Wisconsin fish and wildlife. (1972) No. 61 Overwinter Drawdown: Impact on the Aquatic Vege- 
Stanton J. Kleinert and Paul E. Degurse tation in Murphy Flowage, Wisconsin. (1973). 

Thomas D. Beard. 

No. 53 Chemical analyses of selected public drinking water No. 62 Eutrophication Control: Nutrient Inactivation by 
supplies (including trace metals). (1972) Robert Chemical Precipitation at Horseshoe Lake, Wisconsin. 
Baumeister (1973). James O. Peterson, J. Peter Wall, Thomas L. 

Wirth and Stephen M. Born. 

No. 54 Aquatic insects of the Pine-Popple River, Wisconsin. No. 63 Drain Oil Disposal in Wisconsin. (1973). Ronald O. 
(1972) William L. Hilsenhoff, Jerry L. Longridge, Ostrander and Stanton J. Kleinert. 
Richard P. Narf, Kenneth J. Tennessen and Craig P. 
Walton No.64 The Prairie Chicken in Wisconsin. (1973). Frederick 

and Frances Hamerstrom. 

No. 55 Recreation Areas and Their Use. (1972) Melville H. No. 65 Production, food and harvest of trout in Nebish 
Cohee Lake, Wisconsin. (1973). Oscar M. Brynildson and 

James J. Kempinger. 

| No. 56 A Ten-Year Study of Native Northern Pike in Bucks No. 66 Dilutional pumping at Snake Lake, Wisconsin—a Lake, Wisconsin Including Evaluation of an 18.0-inch potential renewal technique for small eutrophic 
Size Limit. (1972) Howard E. Snow and Thomas D. lakes. (1973). Stephen M. Born, Thomas L. Wirth, 
Beard James O. Peterson, J. Peter Wall and David A. 

Stephenson. 

No.67 Lake sturgeon management on the Menominee No. 57 Biology and Control of Selected Aquatic Nuisances River. (1973). Gordon R. Priegel. 
in R tional Waters. (1972) Lloyd A. Luesch 
mn Necreation aters. (1972) Lloy nesenow No. 68 Breeding duck populations and habitat in Wisconsin. 

(1973). James R. March, Gerald F. Martz and 

No. 58 Nitrate and Nitrite Variation in Ground Water. Richard A. Hunt. 
(1972) Koby T. Crabtree No.69 An experimental introduction of coho salmon into 

a landlocked lake in northern Wisconsin. (1973). 

No. 59 Small Area Population Projections for Wisconsin. Eddie L. Avery. 
(1972) Douglas B. King. David G. Nichols and No. 70 Gray partridge ecology in southeast-central Wis- 
Richard J. Timm consin. (1973). John M. Gates. 

No. 71 Restoring the recreational potential of small im- 
poundments: the Marion Millpond experience. 

No. 60 A Profile of Wisconsin Hunters. (1972). Lowell L. (1973). Stephen M. Born, Thomas L. Wirth, 
Klessig and James B. Hale. Edmund O. Brick and James O. Peterson. 

52 *Complete list of all technical bulletins in the series available from the Department of Natural Resources.
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